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OFFICIAL NOTICES 
 

Sub: Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & 
Protection) Rules, 2002. 

 
1. As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 120 of the 

Geographical Indications Journal dated 12th April, 2019 / Chaitra 22, Saka 1940 has been 
made available to the public from 12th April, 2019. 
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NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS 
 

App.No. Geographical Indications Class Goods 

630 Thingpui Mizo Ginger 30 Agricultural 

631 Mizo Phuihnam 31 Agricultural 

632 Mizo Hatkora 31 Agricultural 

633 Passion Fruit 31 Agricultural 

634 Mizo Chow-Chow 31 Agricultural 

635 Kashmir Saffron 30 Agricultural 

636 Dalle Khorsani 30 Agricultural 

637 Mizo Banana (Long Cavendish) 31 Agricultural 

638 Tripura Jackfruit 31 Agricultural 

639 Dekang 31 Agricultural 

640 Naga Cucumber 31 Agricultural 

641 Tirur Betel Leaf (Tirur Vettila) 31 Agricultural 

642 Harmal Chilli 30 Agricultural 

643 Judima 33 Agricultural 

644 Pithora 2 & 19 Handicraft 

645 Mau Saree 24 & 25 Textiles 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010                                                              Dated 26th February, 2010 
 
WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Rules, 
2002 provides as follows: 
 
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published Geographical 
Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic media.” 
 
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal will be 
Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of charge. Accordingly, sale 
of Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be discontinued with effect from 1st April, 2010. 
 

 
 
Registrar of Geographical Indications 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 120 dated April 12, 2019 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 550 

Application Date: 15-06-2016 
 
Application is made by Joint Commissioner / Executive Officer, Arulmigu Dhandayuthapani Swamy 
Thirukkoil, North Giriveethi, Adivaram, Palani – 624 601, Tamil Nadu, India for Registration in Part A of the 
Register of Palani Panchamirtham under Application No. 550 in respect of Food Stuff - Panchamirtham 
falling in Class – 29 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical 
Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Joint Commissioner / Executive Officer,  

Arulmigu Dhandayuthapani Swamy Thirukkoil 
 
B) Address    : Joint Commissioner / Executive Officer,  

      Arulmigu Dhandayuthapani Swamy Thirukkoil, 
North Giriveethi, Adivaram, Palani – 624 601,  
Tamil Nadu, India 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication: 

PALANI PANCHAMIRTHAM 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
D) Types of Goods   : Class 29 – Food Stuff - Panchamirtham  

 
 
E) Specification: 

 
i. That the Palani Panchamirtham is a combination of five natural substances, namely, 

Banana, Jaggery Sugar, Cow Ghee, Honey and Cardamom in a definite proportion. For 
additional flavour, dates and diamond sugar candies are added to the aforesaid five 
substances.  

ii. That although the Palani Panchamirtham is prepared in huge quantities, it is prepared in a 
natural method without addition of any preservatives or artificial ingredients.  

iii. That it is extremely noteworthy that the Palani Panchamirtham originating from Palani is not 
subjected to any chemical process. 

iv. That the method of production of the Palani Panchamirtham at Palani also encompasses a 
unique process which results in the Panchamirthams’ being produced in Palani, having its 
own identity and the same is very different from goods of similar nature. 

v. The whole process of producing Palani Panchamirtham in Palani is automated to cater to 
the increasing demand and it is also doubly ensured that hygienic aspects are highly 
maintained. 
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F) Description: 
 
Palani Panchamirtham is a combination of five natural substances, namely, Banana, Jaggery 
Sugar, Cow Ghee, Honey and Cardamom in a definite proportion. For additional flavour, dates 
and diamond sugar candies are added to the above mentioned five substances. It is prepared in a 
natural method without addition of any preservatives or artificial ingredients and is not subjected to 
any chemical process. 
 
The Palani Panchamirtham is well known for its religious fervour and gaiety. It is well known even 
outside the geographic limits within which it is prepared and in countries around the world as the 
temple attracts large number of devotees Malaysia, Sri Lanka etc, where large number of persons 
of Tamil origin are residing. 
 
Palani Panchamirtham is an abishega Prasadam, which is served in a semi solid state, sweet in 
taste and is one of the main offerings in the Abisegam of Lord Dhandayuthapani Swamy, the 
presiding deity of Arulmigu Dhandayuthapani Swamy Temple situated in Palani Hills, Palani Town 
in Dindigul District of Tamil Nadu State. 
 
Devotees who visit the temple, are offered the Palani Panchamirtham as prasadam in the Hill 
Temple as well as in stalls run by our Temple Administration at Adivaram. The Temple 
Administration prepares the Abisega Panchamirtham in a large scale in a hygienic set-up. The 
whole process of preparation of the Palani Panchamirtham has been automated.  
 
Palani Panchamirtham which is offered for abisegam to the deity, is given as prasadam only to the 
devotees who visit Palani and worship Lord Dhandayuthapani Swamy. It cannot be obtained 
anywhere except in the premises of the temple and stalls of the Temple administration.  
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
The Geographical area for production of Palani Panchamirtham is the Palani town, Dindigul 
District, Tamil Nadu, India; lying within latitude of 10.44 and longitude of 77.52. 
 

H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 
 
The origin of the Geographical Indication is the ancient sacred temple of Arulmigu 
Dhandayuthapani Swamy which is located at Palani Hills.  
 
Origin of the Palani Temple  
 
There are references regarding our Deity and Palani Hills in many puranas and ancient Tamil 
Literary works like,  
 
a) Nakkeerar Thirumurugatrupadai, 
b) Arunagiri Nathar Thiruppugazhi 
c) Vannath Stharampam Dhandapani Swamigal - Palani Thiruvayiram 
d) Mampala Kavichingarayar - Palani Venba Anthathi 
e) Balasuramaniya Kavirayar - Palani Thalavaralaru 
f) Pamban Swamigal Songs 
 
The Idol of Moolavar Arulmigu Dhandayuthapany Swamy is said to be designed, installed and 
worshipped by Siddhar called Boyar. It is said that Siddhar made the Moolavar Idol by a 
combination of nine kinds of poisonous substances (IVavabashanams) in some proportion, 
installed and worshipped. This is an unique feature which is not found anywhere else except at 
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Palani Hill Temple. It is a known fact that the period of Siddhars is not ascertainable. Hence the 
period of installation of Idol is also not ascertainable. However, the establishment of Temple for 
the deity dates back to the period of Chera King Cheraman Peruman who belonged to 9th 
Century AD. The sculpture of Chera King on the horse on northern wall of main Sannathi stands 
as an evidence for this. Renovations and new constructions were made by several Pandya and 
Kongu Chola rulers at various periods. The antiquity of Temple is well revealed by the inscriptions 
seen on the cut stone walls of Main Sannidhi. 
 
The Palani Hills cover about 98 Acres 31 cents and the Temple of AruImigu Dhandayuthapani 
Swamy is situated at the top of the Hill, its height is about 450 feet above the ground level. 
Giriveedhi of about 2.3 km circumference is there at the bottom of the Hills. There are about 693 
cutstone steps to reach the Hill temple from Adivaram. This pathway extends to a length of 350m. 
An another pathway called EIephant path like ramp extends about 750 m length is also there to 
reach the temple. The Hill temple faces west. 
 
History of Palani Panchamirtham 
 
Arulmigu Dhandayuthapani Swamy is called by several names like Murugan, Kandhan, 
Subramanian, etc. In ancient days, he was worshipped as Tamil God Temil Kadavul and God of 
Mountains - Kurinji Kadavul. 
 
It was the practice of Tamil People to offer natural products what they got in nature as Naivediyam 
to God and for Abisegam. In those days they worshipped nature as God. Ancient Tamils classified 
habitation into 5 types and fixed Gods for each habitation. One such habitation was living in 
Mountains and mountainous regions called as Kurinji Land. People lived in those region 
worshipped Lord Muruga as their God. People lived in Kurinji Land offered natural products such 
as Banana, Honey, Milk and Milk Products, Cardamom etc. to God in gratitude. In course of time 
they began to make some combination of natural products in some definite proportion and offered 
to God. 
The combination of five natural products in natural method is called by the name Panchamirtham. 
Pancha in Tamil means five. There are references in Tamil Literary work regarding the habitations 
and Lord Muruga. Hence it is clearly revealed that the origin of Geographical indication dates back 
to ancient period. 
 
Date of use of Palani Panchamirtham 
 
The date of use of the Palani Panchamirtham is unascertainable, however as mentioned above it 
may be dated back to Chera King Cheraman Peruman who belonged to 9th Century AD. 
 
INGREDIENTS 
 
Palani Panchamirtham has got its own identity given the consistent taste and flavour. It is 
prepared with the combination of the following ingredients,  
 
a) Banana 
b) Jaggery 
c) Ghee, 
d) Diamond Sugar Candy 
e) Honey 
f) Dates 
g) Cardamom 
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STANDARD OF QUALITY  
 
The Palani Panchamirtham is prepared under the guidance given by CFTRI (Central Food 
Technological Research Institute) Mysore, Government of India undertaking. Raw materials used 
for the preparation of Panchamirtham are of first quality. 
 
Raw Materials and their Nutrient Content of Palani Panchamirtham : 
 
i. Banana: Vitamin B6- 0.5 mg, Manganese – 0.3 mg, Vitamin C – 9 mg, Potassium – 450 

mg, Dietary Fiber – 3g, Protein – 1g, Manganesium – 34mg, Folate – 25.0 mcg, 
Riboflavin – 0.1 mg, Niacin – 0.8 mg, Vitamin A -81 IU, Iron – 0.3mg. The recommended 
intake of potassium for adults is 4,700 milligrams per day. 

 
ii. Honey: Vitamins and Minerals. The most common nutrients found in honey are Vitamin 

B6, niacin, thiamine, pantothenic acid, and riboflavin. Amounts will vary according to the 
floral type of honey. Honey also contains minerals such as copper, calcium, iron, 
magnesium, potassium, phosphorus, sodium, and zinc. 

 
iii. Sugar candy: B vitamins support the central nervous system, are involved in making red 

blood cells and keep the metabolism going by breaking down the foods one eats. 
Granulated and powdered sugars have a trace of riboflavin, while brown sugar contains 
trace amounts of niacin, B6, pantothenic acid and folate. 

 
iv. Dates: Copper, magnesium, manganese, vitamin B6 (Pyridoxine), niacin, pantothenic 

acid, and riboflavin are also present in dates and provide their own unique preventive ad 
healing functions. Together, these cofactors help one’s body metabolize carbohydrates, 
protein, and fats. 

 
v. Ghee: Ghee is comprised of full spectrum short, medium and long chain fatty acids, both 

unsaturated and saturated. Ghee contains omega 3 and omega 9 essential fatty acids 
along with vitamins A, D, E & K. Ghee made from organic butter of pastured cows is one 
of the highest natural sources of CLA (Conjugated Linoleic Acid). 

 
vi. Cardamom: Cardamom is rich in various vitamins and micronutrients as well. These 

include niacin, pyridoxine, riboflavin, thiamine, vitamin A, Vitamin C, sodium, potassium, 
calcium, copper, iron, manganese, magnesium, phosphorous, and Zinc. 

 
vii. Jaggery: Jaggery is rich in vitamins and minerals – Jaggery is rich in iron and thus is 

highly recommended for anaemic people. It also contains many minerals such as 
Magnesium, Potassium, Calcium, Selenium, Manganese and Zinc 
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The Raw materials are also subjected to CFTRI Quality Test and is prepared only under the 
guidance of CFTRI Report given by CFTRI is as follows. 
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Taste and special characteristics of Palani Panchamirtham: 
 

 The Palani Panchamirtham is first produced in large quantities and a part of it taken to the 
perform abhishegam to the idol of Lord Dhandayuthapani. This is then later mixed with the 
larger portion and served to the public. Even a single drop of water is not added during the 
preparation process of the Palani Panchamirtham. This gives the Palani Panchamirtham the 
semisolid state and makes it possible for the person who tastes to get the actual blunt of the 
raw materials used. 

 
 As the history says, the idol of Lord Dhandayuthapani on which the abhishegam of the 

Panchamirtham is performed, is a navapashana constitution of herbs that are of high 
medicinal value. The Palani Panchamirtham; when it runs over the deity rubbing against the 
medicinal idol.  

 
 In addition to the above, the below Poojas are performed to the idol every day. 
 

o Time o Pooja o Alangaram 

o 6.40 A.M o Vizhapooja Sathu o Sanniyasi Alangaram 

o 8.00 A.M o SirukalaSanthi o Vedan Alangaram 

o 9.00 A.M o Kalasanthi o Balasubramaniar Alangaram 

o 12.00 Noon o Uchikkalam o Vaitheekal Alangaram 

o 5.30 P.M o Sayarakshai o Raja Alangaram 

o 8.00 P.M o Rakkalam o Puspha Alangaram 
 

 Materials such as gingly oil, water from Varatttar River, dravyapodi, milk, curd, tender 
coconut, rose water, sugarcane juice, fruit juice, holy ash, and sandal paste are also used for 
anointing the idol of the deity during the above poojas. Therefore, these auspicious abhishega 
materials add on to the intricate values and taste of the Palani Panchamirtham when 
anointed.  

 
 As a matter of fact, almost 2.5 Lakhs abishegams are performed to the idol every year. The 

auspicious material used in the course of every abishegam adds on to the medicinal effects of 
the Palani Panchamirtham which ultimately makes it unique from any other pancharmirtham. 

 
 The Palani Panchamirtham is heated at a particular temperature keeps it fresh and 

consumable for a long time. Unlike any of the panchamirtham producers in the place, it is said 
that the Palani Panchamirtham has a unique and aromatic flavor with medicinal properties. 

 
I) Method of Production: 

 
Palani Panchamirtham is presently being prepared in a Hygienic Production Unit situated in the 
West Giriveethi. It has three compartments meant for Storing of raw materials, Processing hall 
and Storage of finished products. The raw materials presently used are Banana, Jaggery, 
Cardamom, Honey, Ghee, Dates and Diamond Sugar Candy. 
 
The raw materials required for the production of 481.500 kilograms of Palani Panchamirtham 
called by the name SET is as follows,  
 
a) Banana - 152Kgs 
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b) Jaggery - 288 Kgs 
c) Dates - 25Kgs 
d) Diamond Sugar Candy - 15 Kgs 
e) Ghee - 6 Kgs 
f) Honey - 2 Kgs 
g) Cardamom - 0.5Kgs 
 
One set yields 1020 Nos of 1/2 Kg Petjar Bottle (or) 1060 Nos of 1/2 Kg Laminated composite 
container. 
 
The raw materials are procured from ISO companies and Government undertaking institutions, 
Container are made of Food Grade Materials. 
 
In the olden days, Palani Panchamirtham was prepared on the top of the Hill in the traditional 
manner and most of the operation was manual. With the ever-increasing stream of devotees, the 
temple administration was confronting problems to meet the demand of the Palani 
Panchamirtham. Hence it was decided to mechanize and modernize production units of Palani 
Panchamirtham. The Temple authority approached CFTRI (Central Food Technological Research 
Institute) a Government of India undertaking for the advice on mechanization of production unit. 
Then a separate Mechanized unit for preparation of Palani Panchamirtham was established. At 
present, the preparation of Palani Panchamirtham is fully automated and hygienically produced 
with measures in place to keep a quality control over it. 
 
First Step - Peeling and Smashing of Banana 
The first step in the preparation of Palani Panchamirtham is the peeling off the skin of Banana. 
Fruit mill is used for processing banana. Peeled banana is fed to the fruit mill for the purpose of 
mashing. The mashed banana flowing out of the fruit mill is collected in an aluminium container. 
 
Second Step - Blending of Ingredients in Stainless Steel mixer 
Thereafter, sieving of Jaggery and pre-cleaning of raw materials is carried out. Mashed Banana, 
Jaggery, Ghee, Honey, Seedless Dates, Diamond Sugar Candy and Cardamom are blended in a 
stainless steel mixer for about 10-12 minutes. On blending the abovementioned ingredients, the 
Palani Panchamirtham is prepared. Further, to ensure microbial safety it is subjected to the 
Pasteurisation Method. 
 
Third Step - Pasteurisation Method 
The ingredients well mixed in stainless steel mixer is collected in stainless steel containers. Here 
the Panchamirtham is pasteurised at a temperature of 800 Celsius. Panchamirtham in stainless 
steel container is thermal processed by opening steam inlet Vent Valve to increase the 
temperature to 80 degree Celsius at that time the drain valve is kept closed. Steam from the boiler 
is used for this purpose. The temperature of 800 Celsius is maintained for about 45 minutes and 
then Panchamirtham is allowed to cool by opening the drain valve and closing the Vent Valve. 
 
Forth Step - Packing of Panchamirtham 
The cooled Palani Panchamirtham is packed in food grade pet jars (1/2 kg), 1/2 kg Laminated 
Composite Container and 1/4 kg Gift Box labelled containers using inter-pack machines. 
 
Fifth Step - Storage and Selling 
The packed 1/2 is stored in an air conditioned room at about 19° Celsius temperature and is 
made ready for sale. 
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J) Uniqueness: 
 
Uniqueness of the Palani Panchamirtham or any other special characteristic : 
 
The following are the unique characteristics of the Palani Panchamirtham produced at Palani: 
 
i. Although the Palani Panchamirtham at Palani is prepared in huge quantities, it is prepared 

in a natural method without addition of any preservatives or artificial ingredients. 
ii. It is extremely noteworthy that the Palani Panchamirtham originating from Palani is not 

subjected to any chemical process. Despite the same it can remain fresh for months 
iii. The method of production of the Palani Panchamirtham at Palani also encompasses an 

unique process which results in the Panchamirthams’ being produced in Palani, having its 
own identity and the same is very different from goods of similar nature. 

iv. The whole process of producing Palani Panchamirtham in Palani is automated to cater to 
the increasing demand and it is also doubly ensured that hygienic aspects are highly 
maintained. 

v. The Palani Panchamirtham is being produced and processed in an elaborate manner only 
at Palani and such a process has not been undertaken anywhere else in the world. 

vi. The taste and delicacy of the Palani Panchamirtham is highly attributable towards the 
unique method of production of Palani Panchamirtham adopted at Palani which is not 
subject to any chemical process or addition of preservatives. 

vii. The Palani Panchamirtham is an aesthetic combination of banana, honey, sugar candy, 
dates, ghee, cardamom and Jaggery. These raw materials, each of them having picked 
from the native palces give the Panchamirth a unique taste. 

 
Taste and special characteristics of Palani Panchamirtham: 
 
a. The Palani Panchamirtham is first produced in large quantities and a part of it taken to the 

perform abhishegam to the idol of Lord Dhandayuthapani. This is then later mixed with the 
larger portion and served to the public. Even a single drop of water is not added during the 
preparation process of the Palani Panchamirtham. This gives the Palani Panchamirtham the 
semisolid state and makes it possible for the person who tastes to get the actual blunt of the 
raw materials used. 

 
b. As the history says, the idol of Lord Dhandayuthapani on which the abhishegam of the 

Pachamirtham is performed, is a navapashana constitution of herbs that are of high 
medicinal value. The Palani Panchamirtham; when it runs over the deity rubbing against the 
medicinal idol, it attains curing effects. It is also believed and seen to cure the diseases of 
the devotees when consumed. 

 
c. In addition to the above, the below Poojas are performed to the idol every day. 
 

Time Pooja Alangaram 

6.40 A.M Vizhapooja Sathu Sanniyasi Alangaram 

8.00 A.M SirukalaSanthi Vedan Alangaram 

9.00 A.M Kalasanthi Balasubramaniar Alangaram 

12.00 Noon Uchikkalam Vaitheekal Alangaram 

5.30 P.M Sayarakshai Raja Alangaram 

8.00 P.M Rakkalam Puspha Alangaram 
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Materials such as gingly oil, water from Varatttar River, dravyapodi, milk, curd, tender 
coconut, rose water, sugarcane juice, fruit juice, holy ash, and sandal paste are also used 
for anointing the idol of the deity during the above poojas. Therefore these auspicious 
abhishega materials add on to the intricate values of the Palani Panchamirtham when 
anointed.  
 
As a matter of fact, almost 2.5 Lakhs abishegams are performed to the idol every year. 
The auspicious material used in the course of every abishegam adds on to the medicinal 
effects of the Palani Panchamirtham which ultimately makes it unique from any other 
pancharmirth. 

 
d. Unlike any of the panchamirth producers in the place, it is said that the Palani 

Panchamirtham produced here has the miraculous curing effects on the devotees. The 
Palani Panchamirtham is heated at a particular temperature keeps it fresh and consumable 
for a long time. 

 
K) Inspection Body: 

 
Two Government officials of Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowment Department, are deputed 
as superintendent for the Supervision of raw materials purchase, preparation, packing and 
distribution of the Palani Panchamirtham. Inspection of the Palani Panchamirtham unit is done 
periodically by other officials  of the Temple Authority and by the Joint Commissioner / 
Executive Officer of the Temple. 
 

L) Others: 
 
NUMBER OF LABOURERS, WORKERS & HUMAN SKILLS INVOLVED IN PRODUCTION OF 
PALANI PANCHAMIRTHAM 
 
No of Labour/Work Men Involved (In Production of PALANI PANCHAMIRTHAM):  
a) During Ordinary Seasons: 44 Persons Per-day. 
b) During Festival Seasons:   88 Persons Per-day. 
 
Human Labour Daily 
Working Procedure: 
a) Production work start with unloading the Raw-Banana from the Vehicle and placing it to the 

respective Storage centre. At the storage centre, Raw- Bananas are kept for ripening 
through Organic Natural Methods. 

b) Then the Human Labour is used to peel of the Ripen Bananas, and the skinless Bananas are 
Stored in a Suitable container.  

c) Then the Human Labour is used to carry the Banana fruit container in to the Fruit Grinding 
Centre. Then the mashed Banana flowing out of fruit mill is collected in aluminium container. 

d) Then the storage cans are taken to Panchamirtham Processing centre. 
e) Panchamirtham production of raw materials have been taken in proportionate quantity as 

authorized by the Commissioner from their respective stock rooms and dumped into the 
stainless steel container mixer held at the height of the engine through lift. 

f) At that Mixer all ingredients are well mixed and it is transferred into Heating Boiler via Pump. 
After attaining stable state the heated Panchamirtham Mixture is transferred to automatic 
cold condensing Unit. 

g) The cooled down Panchamirtham Mixture is filled, packed and sealed into three types of 
labelled containers and stored them in the stock room. 
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h) The packed Palani Panchamirtham is sent to the shops in Arulmigu Dhandayuthapani 
Swamy Thirukkoil.  

i) After finishing the work, the Labour is used to wash the work area on daily basis.  
 
ACTIVITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF PALANI PANCHAMIRTHAM, IF 
ANY 
 
Over the years, the number of devotees visiting the Temple is increasing and accordingly 
devotees procuring the Palani Panchamirtham are also increasing. Therefore, the Temple 
administration has planned to construct another production unit for Palani Panchamirtham and the 
work was started and is now in progress. In the meantime, to meet the demand of devotees, 
additional motorized stainless mixer and packing machines are being installed in the existing unit 
itself.  
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 120 dated April 12, 2019 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 582 

Application Date: 20-06-2017 
 

Application is made by Mizoram Art & Cultural Society, Directorate of Art & Culture Department Building, 
Chanmari, Aizawl – 796 007, Mizoram, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Tawlhlohpuan 
under Application No. 582 in respect of Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; and 
Clothing falling in Class – 24 & 25 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of 
Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Mizoram Art & Cultural Society 

 
B) Address    : Mizoram Art & Cultural Society,  

Directorate of Art & Culture Department  
Building, Chanmari, Aizawl – 796 007,  
Mizoram, India 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication: 

TAWLHLOHPUAN 

 
 

D) Types of Goods   : Class 24 - Textiles and textile goods, not  
included in other classes;  
Class 25 - Clothing 

 
E) Specification: 

 
Tawlhlohpuan had the most cultural significance among the Mizo Puan. Tawlhloh in Mizo 
language means ‘to stand firm or not to move backward’. It waas worn only by a very courageous 
warrior among the Mizo men as a symbol for their bravery. Before going out to fight in a war, 
Tawlhlohpuan was draped on the warriors in the Kawrtawnghak style of draping. Mizo men 
wearing this Puan were expected to stand on their ground and never to retreat during the fight. It 
was also said that this Puan could not be woven by all common people in Mizo society and that 
the process of weaving usually require a lot of time as compared to other puan. Thus, this Puan 
cannot be possessed by all household of the society and are therefore referred to as 
‘Tawlhlohpuan’. In one Mizo folktale, a great warrior named Darhnawka from Hualngo village 
urged his wife to weave a special cloth for him so as to portray his bravery towards enemies and 
wild animals whenever the cloth was worn by him. This cloth was named Tawlhlohpuan as it 
depicted the bravery of the warrior Darhnawka. 
 
In the original design of Tawlhlohpuan, the cloth is woven in 80 inches length and 45 inches in 
width. Two pieces of cloth are woven which are sewn together by Puanpuizung Thui stitches with 
red and white threads alternatively. The edges of the Puan are stitched with Bahrangulzem 
stitches. For the ground fabric, undyed cotton yarn is used for the warp and indigo dyed black 
cotton yarn is used in the weft. It is woven in weft-faced plain weave, using a higher density of 
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weft yarns, covering the warp yarns so that the ground fabric appears solid black colours. In 
contemporary Tawlhlohpuan, for both the warp and weft yarns, synthetic black coloured yarns are 
used. 
 
Tawlhlohpuan is characterised by the presence of breadth wise stripes of red and white in the 
design of Hruih. Hruih is a compactly woven band of weft-rib weave where none of the coloured 
yarns on the warp are allowed to make their appearance against the band. The design consists of 
groups of red and white stripes woven in a total of five batch intervals. The stripes on both ends of 
the Puan consist of seven red and white stripes. The middle three stripes are of 0.5 inch wide, in 
which the white stripe is centrally placed in between the same width of two red stripes. 0.5 cm 
wide two red stripes bordered with thin yellow lines are present on either side of the central 
stripes. This is then followed by group of nine stripes of red and white, which is similar to the 
previous stripes except that 0.5 cm wide red stripe bordered with thin white line is placed in 
between the red-yellow bordered stripe on either side. The group of stripes in the centre of the 
Puan consists of eleven stripes. Five 0.5 inch wide red and white stripes are placed in the centre 
followed by alternate white and red stripes. Three 0.5 cm wide red stripes bordered with thin 
yellow and white lines are also seen on either side of the central five stripes. 
 

F) Description: 
 
Amongst the Mizo Puan, Tawlhlohpuan has one of the most important cultural significance. 
Tawlhloh means ‘to stand firm or to not move backward’. The Tawlhlohpuan could only be worn 
by the most courageous warriors who had established a reputation for their bravery. The Mizo 
men wearing Tawlhlohpuan were expected to stand on their ground and to never retreat. In one 
Mizo folktake, a great warrior (Pasaltha in Mizo) named Darhnawka of Hualngo clan requested his 
wife to weave him a special cloth that was big enough to wrap his body if he died during a hunt or 
war. When Darhnawka wore the cloth, it meant that he was prepared to lay down his life and 
never retreat. The highest award offered for bravery/chivalry in the Mizo society is the draping of 
the Tawlhlohpuan. Therefore, Tawlhlohpuan holds high significance in the Mizo society. 
Tawlhlohpuan is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main centre of production is 
at Aizawl and Thenzawl town.  
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
Tawlhlohpuan is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main centre of production is 
at Aizawl and in the village of Thenzawl. 
 
The geographical boundaries of the production area of Tawlhlohpuan lies between 21o 55’ 55” - 
24 o 31’ 43” latitude (N) and 92o 15’ 17” - 93 o 26’ 37” longitude (E). 
 

H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 
 
Documentary evidences relating to proof of origin (historical proof) of the Mizo Tawlhlohpuan are 
given below. The references along with the photocopies are also provided.  
1. The book ‘A GRAMMAR AND DICTIONARY OF THE LUSHAI LANGUAGE (Dulien Dialect)’ 

authored by James Herbert Lorrain and Fred. W. Savidge, printed at the Assam Secretariat 
Printing Office in 1898 stated ‘Tol-loh’ as the name of a young woman’s cloth. (Reference - 
Page No.212 of the book a Grammar and Dictionary of the Lushai Langiage)  

2. In the book ‘MIZO CHANCHIN’ by Mr. Zatluanga, published in 1966 mentioned that the 
Tawlhlohpuan was worn by the Mizo young woman.  

3. Dr. Mrs. N. Chatterjee, Senior Research Officer, Tribal Research Institute, Govt. of Mizoram in 
her book, ‘PUAN THE PRIDE OF MIZORAM’ (Published 1978) published on behalf of Tribal 
Research Institute, Aizawl, Mizoram stated that “It (tawlhlohpuan) used to be put on by the 
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group leaders engaged on their part to fight the enemy till the enemy was overpowered or 
boldly faced death in their efforts to do so without turning back in any moment. Even when 
guns were in use against them after the Britishers entered these areas, the warriors putting on 
Tawlhlohpuan continued to maintain the traditional dignity of this cloth. However, in course of 
time and especially after the Mizo people crossed Tiau River around 1740 A.D. This cloth 
began to be used by ladies and rich people in times of festive occasions like marriage etc. 
and the original significance attached to this cloth started to wither out, giving place to a new 
significance of status value to it”. (Reference - Page No.35 & 36 of the book “Puan - The Pride 
of Mizoram”, First Edition - 1978, Author - Dr. Mrs. N. Chatterji, Published by Firma KLM 
Private Limited, 257B, Bepin Behari Ganguly Street, Calcutta - 700012)  

4. In the POLITICAL HISTORY OF MIZORAM (1920-1980), Mr. Chaltuahkhuma mentioned that 
the highest award offered to Mizo men for bravery/chivalry is the draping of the Tawlhlohpuan. 
(Reference - Page No.8 of the book Political History of Mizoram)  

5. Mr. James Dokhuma, Padma Shree, in his book ‘HMANLAI MIZO KALPHUNG’ (1st Edition 
1992) stated that Tawlhlohpuan was worn by only outstanding brave warriors who do not 
hesitate to sacrifice their lives for their village or chiefs. (Reference - Page No.190 of the book 
‘Hmanlai Mizo Kalphung’)  

6. 5th MIZORAM GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (2009, 1st Edition 2005) stated that Tawlhlohpuan is 
one amongst many of the Mizo Puan. (Reference - Page No.102 of the book ‘5th Mizoram 
General Knowledge’) 

7. A book PI PU ZUNLENG (2007) by B. Lalthangliana, an eminent Mizo Historian stated that 
the design of Tawlhlohpuan came after the Mizos could make artificial red colour from barks 
and leafs to trees.  

8. A book MIZO CULTURE (2013) and MIZO CHANCHIN (1st Ed. 2001) by B. Lalthangliana, an 
eminent Mizo Historian stated the word of Mr. Thanga (1883-1957) that ‘Tawlhlohpuan is an 
attire of the Mizos in the olden days worn by warriors. He also stated that ‘Tawlhlohpuan and 
Puanrin are the first cloth that the Mizo weaved during their stay in Lentlang. (Reference - 
Page No.41-42 of the book ‘Mizo Culture’). 

9. Tawlhlohpuan had the most cultural significance among the Mizo Puan. Tawlhloh in the Mizo 
language means ‘to stand firm or not to move backward’. In her book ‘MIZO LA DEH LEH 
ZETHLAN’, Pi Boichhingpuii wrote that, Tawlhlohpuan, in the beginning, was owned only by 
the wealthy family in the society, the reason being that the design of the Puan was very 
difficult to weave. Some said that the process of weaving of Tawlhlohpuan is very slow and 
time consuming, and hemhence the name Tawlhloh (Not moving). (Reference - page No.101-
102 of the book “Mizo la deh leh zethlan”, published in 2016)  

10. The book ‘INDIAN TEXTILES PAST AND PRESENT’ (Published 1995), mentioned that 
Tawlhlohpuan is a beautifulpuan used by the Mizos. Authors are G.K. Ghosh and Shukla 
Ghosh. (Ref. 0 Pg. 212)  

 
A story narrated by Mrs. Thankhumi, a well known Mizo traditional Puan specialist reveals that 
when the fearless warriors set out for war, the Chief’s wife would drape a Tawlhlohpuan on the 
warriors in the kawrtawnghak style of draping. (Kawrtawnghak - To wear a cloth in such a manner 
as to make it do duty for a coat. 
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
Method of production to be provided along with quality standards at various stages, human factor 
adding to the quality of the product. 
 
In the loin loom, Tawlhlohpuan is woven is two pieces that are carefully stitched together to make 
a complete whole. The only design incorporated in Tawlhlohpuan is the Hruih making 
Tawlhlohpuan a rather simple yet elegant design. Several batches of Hruih in varying widths are 
embedded in Tawlhlohpuan. However, as mentioned earlier, making the Hruih design requires 
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some highly skilled personnel, a Hruih Specialist. Thus, the quality of the Puan is greatly 
influenced by the smoothness and compactness of the Hruih and the skill set of the weaver. 
 
The other factors that could affect the quality of the Puan are: 
 
 The colour of the ground fabric used must be jet black. Outer black variants would not meet 

the standard quality of the Puan as it should be. 
 Tawlhlohpuan is a reversible cloth. Therefore, in a good Tawlhlohpuan, both sides should be 

indistinguishable. 
 
The traditional Mizo Puan is woven on the loin loom. Early Mizo Puan were made of local cotton, 
homespum and dyed with natural dyes obtained from various roots and herbs. Yarns which are to 
be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching. The starched yarn is dried and rolled 
into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for wrap. A thick and strong wooden rod, the warp 
beam, is secured on the wall, one and half of two feet above the floor. At an appropriate distance, 
a strong bamboo used as the breast beam is fastened securely against two arms of a chair. The 
weavers sits on the chair against the breast beam which has been fixed on the arms of the chair. 
Two balls of yarns are placed in a basket and the two free ends of the yarns are tied on the 
extreme left of the breast beam. The helper carries the two balls of yarns back and forth between 
the warp beam and the breast beam and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such 
a way that a sort of unwoven surface is produced. During the process, the weaver keeps 
separating odd and even sets of yarn by using a thick bamboo placed a little distance from her, 
and entangling the yarns in loops prepared with the help of additional yarns on additional sticks 
placed against the bamboo. This operation enables the warp yarns to be so manipulated that the 
odd set of yarns stand crosswise against the even set of yarns on one of the two bamboo stick. 
Then loops are lifted up a little by the weavers. The operation also products required space 
between the crossed yarns to enable to weft yarns to be slide though the whole breadth with the 
help of a bobbin. 
 
The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is warp faced plain weave using a higher density of 
warp yarns than weft yarns. Nowadays, for mass production, Tawlhlohpuan is woven in handloom 
although the traditional weaving using the loin loom is still practiced. 
 
In earlier days, cotton yarns which are locally produced, homespun and dyed with natural dyes 
are used. At present, synthetic yarns which are available in the market are widely used. 
 
Detailed information relating to the raw materials and its linkage with GI Area, tools, etc., their 
method of production and making of the finished products, its texture, characteristic and above all 
the workmanship involved are rival factors which are to be furnished. 
 
1. In earlier days all threads used in the weaving are first dyed according to the need of colour 

combination to be used. They used to prepare dyes from various roots and herbs but with the 
availability of excellent synthetic dyes, the use of natural products has been almost 
completely stopped. To ensure fastness of colour they are very particular to have their 
threads at least double-dyed and may be, in some cases dyed even more than two times. 

2. The yarn in earlier times used to be spun indigenously by the weavers. At present coloured 
yarns are purchased from stores. Usually the sellers of yarn bring white yarn from outside and 
have them dyed properly in Mizoram to ensure fastness of colour. 

3. After obtaining the thread, the first operation is to starch them. Unless properly starched with 
solution of required concentration, the thread may not serve the purpose of goods weaving. In 
fact starching itself is a fairly technical process which the weavers have to acquired patiently 
under the expert guidance of their elders. 
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4. The starched thread is dried and rolled into suitably sized balls and these are used by the 
weavers and the helper to set on the loom for the warp. 

5. The traditional Mizo Puan are woven on the loin loom. Early Mizo Puan were made of local 
cotton, homespun and dyed with natural dyes obtained from various roots and herbs. Yarns 
which are to be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching. The starched yarn is 
dried and rolled into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for warp. A thick and strong 
wooden rod, the warp beam, is secured on the wall, one and half of two feet above the floor. 
At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is fastened securely 
against two arms of a chair. The weaver sits on the chair against the breast beam which has 
been fixed on the arms of the chair. Two balls of yarns are placed in a basket and the two free 
ends of the yarns are tied on the extreme left of the breast beam. The helper carries the two 
balls of yarns back and forth between the warp beam and the breast beam and continues 
thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort of unwoven surface is 
produced. During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and even sets of yarn by 
using a thick bamboo placed a little distance from her, and entangling the yarns in loops 
prepared with the help of additional yarns on additional sticks placed against the bamboo. 
This operation enables the warp yarns to be so manipulated that the odd set of yarns stand 
crosswise against the even set of yarns on one of the two bamboo sticks. Then loop are lifted 
up a little by the wavers. The operation also produces required space between the crossed 
yarns to enable the weft yarns to be slided through the whole breadth with the help of a 
bobbin. 

6. The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is warp faced plain weave using a higher density 
of warp yarns than weft yarns. A set of supplementary yarns are used for the designs and 
motifs by inserting the supplementary yarns in between the warp yarns while weaving. 

7. Nowadays, for mass production, Tawlhlohpuan is also woven handloom (Fly shuttle loom) 
although the traditional weaving using the loin loom is still practiced. 

 
Raw materials: In earlier days, cotton yarns which are locally produced, homespun and dyed with 
natural dyes are used. At present, synthetic yarns which are available in the market are widely 
used. 
 

J) Uniqueness: 
 
i) The ground fabric of Tawlhlohpuan must be jet black. 
ii) The design in Tawlhlohpuan must contain five batches of Hruih. 
iii) The hruih in Tawlhlohpuan must be compact and smooth, with no visible background 

colour in it. 
iv) Tawlhlohpuan must contain groups of red, white and yellow Hruih of varying widths, with 

yellow being the thinnest and on the border of the small red Hruih only. 
v) Tawlhlohpuan design consists of groups of red and white stripes woven in a total of five 

batch intervals. The first and fifth batches have identical design; the second and fourth 
batches are also identical; the third (middlemost) batch is different. 

vi) The stripes on the first and fifth batches of the Puan consist of three dominant stripes 
where the innermost lane is white that are flanked by two red stripes. The three dominant 
stripes are of about 10 mm wide each. On either side of these three dominant stripes are 
two are red stripes of around 3 mm each which are bordered with a thin yellow line 
(making a total of four 3 mm red stripes with yellow border). 

vii) The stripes on the second and fourth batches of the Puan consist of three dominant 
stripes where the innermost lane is white that are flanked by two red stripes. The three 
dominant stripes are of about 10 mm wide each. On either side of these three dominant 
stripes are three are red stripes of around  3 mm each. Out of the three red stripes, the 
middle small red stripes is bordered with a white thin line whereas the outer two red 
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stripes are bordered in yellow (making a total of six 3 mm red stripes with white or yellow 
border). 

viii) The stripes on the third (middlemost stripe) batch of the Puan consist of five dominant 
stripes in red and white flanked by three smaller red stripes. The five dominant stripes are 
of about 10 mm wide each, in which the red stripes is centrally placed in between two 
white stripes. On either side of these two white stripes are red stripes. The smaller red 
stripes flanked the dominant five stripes are of about 3 mm each. Out of the three red 
stripes, the middle small red stripe id bordered with a white thin line whereas the outer 
two red stripes are bordered in yellow (making a total of six 3 mm red stripes with white or 
yellow border). 

 
A detailed description of the GI shall clearly indicate its special characteristics, unique features, 
linkage to the specific geographical location including human creativity involved. Environmental 
factors such as soil, water and climatic condition may be clearly brought out. 
 
Amongst the Mizo Puan, Tawlhlohpuan was generally bigger in the olden days. The large size of 
Tawlhlohpuan could mainly be attributed to its usage. The size of Tawlhlohpuan is designed in 
such way that when the Pasaltha (brave warrior) sacrificed for his village, his body will be covered 
with the Puan. The size of Tawlhlohpuan is woven in 80” in length and 45” in width. 
 
Two pieces of cloth are first woven separately, which are then sewn together by Puanpuizung thui 
stitches with red and white threads alternately. This style of stitching is also unique and not 
frequently used in other Puan. The edges are stitched with Bahrangulzem stitches. Again, this 
style of stitching is unique. The integration of two such unique style of stitches in Tawlhlohpuan 
contributes to the special features of this Puan. Interestingly, the mentioned stitched are of Mizo 
origin whereby the weavers showcase their talent and skills by incorporating Puanpuizung thui 
and Bahrangulzem. 
 
For the ground fabric, undyed cotton yarn is used for the warp and indigo dyed black cotton yarn 
is used in the weft. It is woven in weft-faced plain weave, using a higher density of weft yarns, 
covering the warp yarns so that the ground fabric appears solid black colour. In contemporary 
Tawlhlohpuan, for both the warp and eft yarns, synthetic black coloured yarns are used. 
 
In terms of the designs, a unique and special type of weaving design called the Hruih is the main 
design embedded in Tawlhlohpuan. As seen above, using Hruih of varying widths of different 
batches and in two alternating colours of red and white gives the Puan an elegant look. The colour 
combination and the use of only Hruih design in Tawlhlohpuan clearly points to the creativity of 
the female weavers, such that this particular design would suit the very brave male warriors, not 
only in the appearance but also to signify/symbolise the brevity. The use of Hruih, one of the most 
difficult style of weaving in the loin loom and the bold red colour indicates the significance of the 
Tawlhlohpuan. 
 
Hruih is a band that runs vertically along the Tawlhlohpuan. According to the Dictionary of the 
Lushai Language by James Herbert Lorrain, Hruih is defined as “A transverse stripe in a cloth, so 
woven that the woof almost completely hides the warp from view. When along the border of a 
cloth its prevents it from splitting”. 
 
Hruih is a compactly woven band of weft-rib weave where none of the coloured yarns on the warp 
are allowed to make their appearance against the band. The ‘Hruih/Band’ design in Tawlhlohpuan 
does not have any wrinkle or crease. 
 
Hruih is a very difficult technique of weaving. Many skilled weavers are unable to master the 
technique of Hruih. Therefore, when Hruih design needs to be incorporated, a Hruih expert (Hruih 
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Specialist) is usually hired to weave the Hruih design. In the olden days, normal weavers often 
trade the skill of Hruih Specialist to a basketful (traditional Mizo cane basket) of firewood 
(collecting a basketful of firewood is considered a full day’s work). This shows how high the 
weavers regard the skill of Hruih specialist. 
 
Amongst the Mizo Puan, ‘Hruih/band’ style of weaving is found only in Mizo Puanchei, 
Ngotekherh, Tawlhlohpuan and Puanrin. 
 

K) Inspection Body: 
 
Internal Watchdog mechanism: 
The quality of Tawlhlohpuan will be monitored by an internal watchdog mechanism in order to 
maintain the original physical characteristics as per GI registration. The system of internal 
watchdog mechanism will consists of committee members such as representatives of producers 
and GI experts. 
 
Inspection Body: 
The inspection structure is formed by the State Government of Mizoram vide Notification 
No.D.28016/1/2015-AC dated 26th October, 2018 consists of the members as below:- 
 
A. Chairman:  

Secretary to Govt. of Mizoram, Art & Culture Department 
B. Member Secretary:  

Director, Art & Culture Department  
C. Members : 

1. Director, Commerce & Industries Department. 
2. Scientific Officer, Patent Information Centre, Mizoram Science,  
 Technology & Innovation Council. 
3. Chairman, Mizoram Handloom & Handicraft Cooperative Society Ltd. 
4. Representative from Mizo Puan Producer. 
5. President, Mizoram Upa Pawl General Headquarters. 
6. President, Central Young Mizo Association. 
7. President, MizoHmeichheInsuihkhawm Pawl General Headquarters. 
8. Expert in Mizo Traditional Textiles (to be nominated). 

 
The Committee shall monitor, review and make suggestion on the action taken by the concerned 
Departments and also to maintain the quality after post registration of Geographical Indication 
regarding Mizo Traditional Puan viz. (1) Puanchei, (2) Pawndum, (3) Hmaram, (4) Ngotekherh, (5) 
Tawlhlohpuan, etc. 
 

L) Others: 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 120 dated April 12, 2019 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 583 

Application Date: 20-06-2017 
 

Application is made by Mizoram Art & Cultural Society, Directorate of Art & Culture Department Building, 
Chanmari, Aizawl – 796 007, Mizoram, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Mizo Puanchei 
under Application No. 583 in respect of Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; and 
Clothing falling in Class – 24 & 25 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of 
Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Mizoram Art & Cultural Society 

 
B) Address    : Mizoram Art & Cultural Society,  

Directorate of Art & Culture Department  
Building, Chanmari, Aizawl – 796 007,  
Mizoram, India 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication: 

MIZO PUANCHEI 

 
 
D) Types of Goods   : Class 24 - Textiles and textile goods, not  

included in other classes;  
Class 25 - Clothing 

 
E) Specification: 

 
Mizo Puanchei is the most colourful and popular among the Mizo Puan (Shawl/textile) and it is an 
essential possession for every Mizo lady. It is warpped around the waist by tucking in at the waist 
to fasten it, covering the lower part of the body. It is an important item in their marriage outfit, and 
the most commonly used costume in their festive dances and official ceremonies. 
 
Mizo Puanchei is normally 65” in length and 45” in breadth. The ground fabric of Mizo Puanchei is 
warp-faced plain weave with 150 TC (thread count), using a higher density of warp yarns than the 
weft yarns. 
 
Puan is the name given by the Mizo to the cloth or the fabric which is woven out of the loom. The 
traditional loom use by the Mizo is the loin-loom. Generally, two pieces of cloth are woven which 
are delicately sewn together to form one complete Puan. Unlike the other Puan, Mizo Puanchei is 
woven in three pieces with the middle being the narrowest, measuring about 12” in width, and the 
other two pieces of about 17” in width. Many traditional designs are incorporated to form an 
elaborate textile in Mizo Puanchei. 
 
The design of the ground fabric is taken from Puanlaisen, a Puan is which a prominent deep red 
stripe is running horizontally in the middle along the length of the Puan. The middle piece has two 
dominating red stripes of 2” wide running in the middle, separated by an inch wide of white stripe 
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with ‘Halkha’ pattern motif work on it. Next to each of the red stripe runs an inch wide deep green 
stripe separate by thin yellow lines. Next to each green stripe, an inch wide white stripe filled with 
‘Disul’ pattern motif is seen. On the extreme ends of the middle piece run 2” wide black stripe. 
 
The two pieces which are on either side of the middle piece are exactly similar, consisting of 
stripes of colours like red, blue, yellow, green, black and white similar to that of Puanlaisen. A red 
stripe of 4.5” wide is placed at the edge, followed by stripes of green, yellow, blue and red colour, 
each stripe of 1 cm wide. Next to this is 2 cm wide black stripe followed by two 3.5” white stripes. 
In between these two white stripes are seen stripes of black, green and red. These pieces are 
sewn on either side of the middle piece. 
 
Mizo Puanchei is characterised by the presence of two 2.5” wide black woollen bands (Hruih), 
breadth wise, diving the Puan into three parts. Hruih is a compactly woven weft-rib weave where 
none of the coloured yarns on the warp are allowed to make their appearance against the woollen 
band. Besides these two woollen bands, 7 deep red woollen bands, each of about an inch wide 
are also woven breadth wise with similar compactness on the two edges of the Puan. In between 
these red woollen bands, a number of thin lines of green, yellow, blue and pink are seen. The 
stripes run breadth wise making right angles with the stripes along the length. Also, in between 
these stripes, ‘Lenbuangthuam’ and ‘Sakeizangzia’ pattern motifs in different colours are present, 
thereby producing an intricate, colourful textile. 
 

F) Description: 
 
Mizo Puanchei is a compactly woven textile, it is medium to heavy fabric, and is a good quality 
woven fabric. It is woven on a traditional loin loom. The weavers inserted the designs and motifs 
by using supplementary yarns while weaving. The different significant traditional designs and 
motifs are incorporated in this textile. An especially skilled weavers are required for making this 
elaborate textile. In the earlier days, homespun cotton yarns dyed with natural dyes are used. 
Synthetic yarns slowly replaced the use of locally produced cotton yarns, since wide range of 
synthetic yarns are available in the market. The weaving process of Mizo Puanchei involves 
starching of the warp yarns, warping, weaving, inserting the designs and motifs by hand, and 
sewing together of the three pieces to make the complete Puan. A blouse called as Kawrchei is 
designed to match with Puanchei in which the design of Puanchei is seen at the centre front in a 
broad panel and at the sleeves. 
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
Mizo Puanchei is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main centre of production is 
at Aizawl and in the village of Thenzawl. 
 
The geographical boundaries of the production area of Mizo Puanchei lies between 210 55’ 52” - 
240 31’ 43” latitude (N) and 920 15’ 17” - 930 26’ 37” longitude (E). 
 

H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 
 
Documentary evidences relating to proof of origin (historical proof) of the Mizo Puanchei are given 
below. It may be noted that Mizo Puanchei is often referred to only as Puanchei. The reference 
along with the photocopy are also provided.  
1. In the book ‘MIZO LEH VAI CHANCHIN LEKHABU’ (Published 1903), Mizo Puanchei had 

been a high valued attire as evidenced by a article ‘Kammanding sap duh-zawng’ by Mr. 
Chawngthangvunga, aka S.CH.V published in the April issue. In his article, Mr. S.Ch.V 
conveyed about the likes and dislikes of the commanding officer of the Lushai hills in which he 
literally mentioned Puanchei as a suitable cloth to wear below loin for the women. [Reference 
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- Page 36 of Mizo leh Vai chanchin lekhabu (1903) printed by B.C. Das at the Dina Nath 
Press Sylhet and published by Mr. A.R. Giles Lushai Hills]  

2. The book ‘DICTIONARY OF THE LUSHAI LANGUAGE’ authored by James Herbert Lorrain, 
published by The Asiatic Society, Kolkata (Published 1940) stated that Puanchei is a white 
cloth decorated with coloured stripes, worn by either men or women. (Reference - Page 
no.368 of the book “Dictionary of the Lushai language)  

3. Dr. Mrs. N. Chatterji, Senior Research Officer, Tribal Research Institute, Govt. of Mizoram in 
her book, ‘PUAN THE PRIDE OF MIZORAM’ (Published 1978) published on behalf of Tribal 
Research Institute, Aizawl, Mizoram stated that Puanchei is by far the most colourful of the 
Mizo Puans and is a coveted possession of every Mizo lady. She stated that it is reasonable 
to hold that it was evolved in course of time as the most artistic expression of the natural 
talents of the Mizo ladies for weaving, designing and colourful matching. (Reference - Page 
no.37 & 38 of the book “Puan - The Pride of Mizoram”, First Edition - 1978, Author - Dr. Mrs. 
N. Chatterji, Published by Firma KLM Private Limited, 257B, Bepin Behari Ganguly Street, 
Calcutta - 700012)  

4. In the book titled ‘KNOW YOUR LAND MIZORAM’ (Mizoram: Series-IV) (Published 1982) for 
Tribal Research Institute, Aizawl, Mizoram by Firma KLM Private Limited, Calcutta, it is stated 
that Puanchei is highly valued and worm only on special occasions. (Reference - Page no.12 
of the book)  

5. A book by the Tribal Institute, Department of Art & Culture, Govenrment of Mizoram namely 
‘MIZO LÂM THENKHATTE’ (1st Print 1985) stated that Puanchei is an attire of the women 
dancer of Cheraw, the famous traditional bamboo dance of the Mizo. (Reference - Page 
no.160-161 of the boo ‘Mizo Thenkhatte’)  

6. The book ‘HMASANG ZONUN’ (1992 edition), by B. Lalthangliana cited Puanchei was 
weaved by the Mizos since a long time back. (Reference - Page no.55 of the book ‘Hmassang 
Zonun’)  

7. Mr. James Dokhuma, Padma Shree, in his book ‘HMANLAI MIZO KALPHUNG’ (1st Edition 
1992) mentions that Puanchei is one the most coveted possessions of the Mizos in the olden 
times. (Reference - Page no.190-191 of the book ‘Hmanlai Mizo Kalphung’)  

8. The book ‘MIZORAM KUM 100’ (Mizoram 100 years), (Published 1996) by Synod Literature & 
Publication Board for Zoram Writers Club stated that Puanchei designate an identity of the 
Mizo and it is envied by others. (Reference - Page no.239 of the book ‘Mizoram Kum 100’)  

9. The book ‘ZORAM ENCYCLOPEDIA’ (2003 edition), by B. Lalthangliana cited that Puanngo, 
Ngotekherh, Puandum, Puanrin, Puanchei and Puanzeh are different Mizo Puan. (Reference 
- Page no.489 of the book ‘Zoram Encyclopedia’ 

10. In the book ‘PI PU ZUNLENG’ (1st Edition 2007) and HMASANGZONUN (1st Edition 1992) 
both authorised by B. Lalthangliana, an eminent Mizo gistorian, starting from simple design in 
the earlier days, the Mizos slowly improved the designs, sometimes by observing the designs 
of flowers and plants surrounding them, and eventually crafted the Puanchei. (Reference - 
Page no.95 of the book ‘Pi Pu Zunleng’)  

11. 5th MIZORAM GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (2009, 1st Edition 2005) stated that Kawrchei and 
Puanchei are worn by Mizo Women. (Reference - Page no.103 of the book)  

12. The book ‘MIZO CULTURE’ (Published 2013), authored by B. Lalthangliana, an eminent 
Historian stated that after the early Mizos crossed the Tiau River in the border of Myanmar 
during the year 1700s, their advancement in art of handicraft increased manifold and 
eventually developed Puanchei and other Puans. (Reference - Page no.44 of the book ‘Mizo 
Culture’)  

13. Pi Boichhingpuii, former Director, Art & Culture Department, Govt. of Mizoram in her book 
‘MIZO LA DEH LEH ZETHLAN’ (Published 2016), mentioned that Puanchei has evolved from 
the traditional textile Puanlaisen, a Puan in which a prominent deep red stripe is running 
horizentally in the middle along the length of the Puan. Puanlaisen  was first an attire for the 
Mizo men in the earlier days. Then later on, the different traditional motifs such as 
Fanghmamu, Disûl, Halkha, Lenbuangthuam, etc., were then slowly incorporated into the 
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Puanlaisen, resulting in an elaborately decorated textile which was then worn by the Mizo 
women and came to be known as ‘Puanchei’, a highly decorated textile. Puanchei truely 
shows the natural talent of the Mizo women in weaving, designing and selecting colours, and 
it became the prized possession for every Mizo lady. (Reference - Page no.104-107 of the 
book “Mizo la deh leh zethlan” published in 2016)  

14. The book ‘INDIAN TEXTILES PAST AND PRESENT’ (Published 1995), describe Puanchei 
design. Authors are G.K. Ghosh and Shukla Ghosh. (Ref - Page 212)  

 
I) Method of Production: 

 
1. In the loin loom, the ground fabric of Puanchei should be warp-faced plain weaved with at 

least 150 TC (thread count), using a higher density of wrap yarn than the weft yarns. This may 
differ slightly if weaved on handloom. 

2. The weaving quality of Mizo Puanchei must be finer than other Mizo Puan such that the 
appearance of the design in inner and other side of the Puan is almost indistinguishable. 

3. The ‘Hruih/Band’ designs in Mizo Puanchei must not have any wrinkle or crease. The Hruih 
should be highly compact and dense such that not even a streak should be visible anywhere. 

4. Mizo Puanchei is unique and its design/motif are not found or practiced elsewhere. The motif 
combination must include the following -  
a) Disûl 
b) Fanghmamu or Hmaizah 
c) Herhsawp 
d) Hruih 
e) Kherh 
f) Lenbuangthuam 
g) Sakeizangzia 
Other designs/motifs are not allowed to be incorporated. The above mentioned designs 
should also be property incorporated where required and without any modifications. 

5. In the loin loom, Puanchei must be woven in three pieces lengthwise such that the middle 
piece is the smallest while the outer two pieces are similar. The three pieces must then be 
sewn together with high precision so that the motifs and designs are aligned properly. In 
machine/handloom, Puanchei is woven as a single piece. Still, the motifs and design 
alignments should be proper and perfectly matched. 

6. Two prominent black Hruih (woolen bands) of about 2.5-2.8” wide, breadth-wise must be 
present which divides the Puan into three pieces. The middle part is the smallest (about 15.5”) 
and contains lesser motifs. 

7. The outer two parts on either side of the middle part must be identical (about 21.7”) and 
should contain the rich intricate motifs. The design on both the edges must have design/motifs 
in two blocks-major and Minor block. 
The major block should have three main columns measuring about 9”. The middle column 
should contain Sakeizangzia with half Lenbuangthuam (this does not necessarily mean a 
perfect half, it contains part of the Lenbuangthuam design but without the complete diamond 
shape) on either side. The Sakeizangzia is to have motifs mainly in three colours - yellow, 
green and pink running in an alternate fashion. These motifs are arranged on a blue or red 
Hruih that acts as the background and border. Two complete Lenbuangthuam must be 
present on either side of the Sakeizangzia with half Lenbuangthuam. The Lenbuangthuam 
consists of two distinct motifs arranged as Diamond and Herhsawp shapes (Herhsawp 
appears as the letter X) in an alternate manner. The diamond shapes may be of three colours 
- yellow, pink and red, whilst the Herhsawp must be blue and green only. 
The minor block should contains two similar columns having half Lenbuangthuam each. In 
some cases, the middle column may contain Sakeizangzia. The colours and specifications of 
the half Lenbuangthuam are as described in the Major block. 
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8. Seven colour combinations can be used in Mizo Puanchei which are red, green, blue, pink, 
yellow, black and white. 

9. Mizo Puanchei must have fringes on both edges breadthwise of about ½ inch to 1. 
10. No other motifs other than cited in the specifications should be incorporated in the design of 

Mizo Puanchei. 
 
Raw materials: In earlier days, cotton yarns which are locally produced, homespun and dyed with 
natural dyes are used. At present, synthetic yarns which are available in the market are widely 
used. Silk yarns are also used but such Mizo Puanchei are extremely costly. 
 

J) Uniqueness: 
 
1. Compared to normal Mizo Puan, Mizo Puanchei is thicker with a much higher thread count. 

The ground fabric of Puanchei is wrap-faced plain weave with 150 TC (thread count), using a 
higher density of wrap yarns than the weft yarns. 

2. The weaving quality of Mizo Puanchei is much finer than other Mizo Puan that the inner and 
outer design of the Puan is almost indistinguishable. This is not the case in the normal Mizo 
Puan where the inner design is easily distinguishable. 

3. Amongst the Mizo Puan, ‘Hruih/Band’ style of weaving is found only in Mizo Puanchei, 
Ngotekjerh, Tawlhlohpuan and Puanrin. 
 
Hruih is a band that runs vertically along the Puanchei. According to the Dictionary of the 
Lushai language by James Herbert lorrain, Hruih is defined as “A transverse stripe in a cloth, 
so woven that the woof almost completely hides the warp from view. When along the border 
of a cloth it prevents it from splitting”. 
 
Hruih is a very difficult technique of weaving. Many skilled weavers are unable to master the 
technique of Hruih. Therefore, when Hruih design needs to be incorporated, a Hruih expert 
(Hruih Specialist) is usually hired to weave the Hruih design. In the olden days, normal 
weavers often trade the skill of Hruih Specialist to a basketful (Traditional Mizo cane basket) 
of firewood (collecting a basketful of firewood is considered a full day’s work). This shows 
how the weavers highly regard the skill of Hruih specialists. 

4. The ‘Hruih/Band’ design in mizo Puanchei does not have any wrinkle or crease. In addition, 
no other background colour is visible in it. Several Hruih are embedded in Mizo Puanchei. No 
other Mizo contains as many Hruih as the Mizo Puanchei. Due to the presence of the many 
Hruih, the Puanchei is also much thicker than other Puan again adding to the richness and 
uniqueness of the design. 

5. Mizo Puanchei is the most decorated Puan amongst all the Mizo Puan. Just by looking at the 
Mizo Puanchei, one can easily differentiate it from all other existing Puans/textiles. The 
motifs combination in mizo Puanchei is unique and it is not found or practiced elsewhere. 
The following motifs are all found in a single Mizo Puanchei: 

 
a. Lenbuangthuam - This motif is copied from the Lenbuang tree, known as Griffith’s Plum 

Yew (Scientific name - Cephalotaxus griffithii). Lenbuangthuam motif is believed to be 
one of the oldest motifs of the Mizo tribe. Lenbuang is the name of a tree and thuam 
means a junction with two or more paths. This motif is characterised by indigo-dyed 
blue/black extra weft triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner tat the 
broad bases are twisted and not against each other; these triangular designs are 
separated by intervening line [or lines (usually one or two)] giving the overall appearance 
like that of paths with many branches. The tree is found in different parts of Mizoram 
including Murlen National Park, Tawi Wildlife Sanctuary, Thorangtlang Wildlife 
Sanctuary, Reiek ylang etc. In a complete Lenbuangthuam design in Mizo Puanchei, the 
Lenbuangthuam motifs are arranged in such a manner that distinct Diamond and 
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Herhsawp shapes can be seen. Herhsawp design here refers to two half Diamond 
shapes joined on the vertices. 

b. Disûl - The word Di refers to a species of grass (Imperata cylindrica) and sûl is a term 
used for grass brushed against by passers-by which bends to the direction in which they 
have been brushed against. Quite similar to the Lenbuangthuam, the triangular designs 
in Disûl are placed in such a manner that the broad bases of the isosceles triangles 
appear to stand against each other resembling a pattern of well-placed rectangles and 
triangles with narrow path-like strips running through the diagonals of the triangles 
against the end of the triangles. 

c. Hruih - Hruih is a compactly woven weft - rib weave where none of the coloured yarns on 
the warp are allowed to make their appearance against the woolen band. The stripes run 
breadth-wise making right angles with the stripes along the length. Also, in between 
these stripes, Lenbuangthuam and Sakeizangzia pattern motifs in different colours are 
present, thereby producing an intricate, colourful textile. Hruih is also in main point No.3 
above.  

d. Kherh - An alternate black and white coloured thin weft on the border of Hruih.  
e. Fanghmamu - Fanghmamu means cucumber seed. The design is copied from the shape 

of the seed of a cucumber. 
f. Sakeizangzia - The motif design is taken from the stripes of a tiger’s back (Sakei-Tiger, 

Zang-Back, Zia-Pattern). 
g. Hmaizah - Hmaizah is the Mizo term for hand-fan. The design Hmaizah therefore 

resembles the shape of a hand-fan. 
h. Herhsawp - Herhsawp is bamboo and cane foot stool, shaped somewhat like the 

alphabet ‘X’. Herhsawp design here refers to two half Diamond shapes joined on the 
vertices. This Diamond shape is derived from the Lenbuangthuam. 
One of more combination of motifs may be found in a normal Mizo Puan but the 
incorporation or combination of all the above mentioned motifs is found only in the Mizo 
Puanchei. This feature of the Mizo Puanchei makes it unique and easily distinguishable 
from other Mizo Puan. 

6. In the olden days, only the women would weave Mizo Puanchei in the loin loom. With the 
advent of machine loom, even men have also started weaving as the industry have proved to 
be a good source of income. However, till now only Mizo women weave Mizo Puanchei using 
the traditional loin loom. 

7. The traditional loom used by the Mizo is the loin-loom. Generally, two pieces of cloth are 
woven which are delicately sewn together to form one complete Puan. Unlike the other 
Puan, Puanchei is woven in three pieces lengthwise with the middle being the narrowest, 
measuring about 12” in width, and the other two pieces of about 17” in width. 

8. The different motifs, pattern and the combination used in Mizo Puanchei is not found in the 
traditional clothes of other tribes/castes. 

9. In the earlier days, the material used for the ground fabric (Puan Bu) of Mizo Puanchei is the 
locally produced cotton yarn. Nowadays, acrylic yarn that are easily available in the market is 
most commonly used due to rise in demand  of Mizo Puanchei. Silk is also recently 
introduced in the production of Mizo Puanchei. For making the design/motif (zeh), wool, silk, 
cotton or acrylic materials can be used. 

10. The weaving of Mizo Puanchei in loin loom is a complicated task which could take about two 
months to complete one Puanchei even for an experienced weaver. Since it requires many 
days, weaving of Puanchei is usually avoided during the rainy season due to its susceptibility 
to fungus formation. 

11. In loin loom, the technique involves embroidered work but the speciality rests in the fact that 
all this embroidered work is done simultaneously with the weaving. in this respect the 
process differs from the designs produced on mill-made cloth or fly shuttle cloth. This also 
enables the weaver to produce combinations according to their artistic talents thereby 
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bringing varieties which can seldom be made possible ion any mechanical process of 
weaving. 
 
Mizo Puanchei is worn by women during celebration of certain traditional festival like 
Chapchar Kut and by women dancers of the famous traditional bamboo namely Cheraw. 
Nowadays, Mizo Puanchei is usually worn by Mizo women in their wedding day and on the 
wedding day of their daughters, sisters and nearby relatives, and it depicts that those 
wearing Mizo Puanchei are close relatives to the bride. 

 
K) Inspection Body: 

 
Internal Watchdog mechanism: 
The quality of Mizo Puanchei will be monitored by an internal watchdog mechanism in order to 
maintain the original physical characteristics as per GI registration. The system of internal 
watchdog mechanism will consists of committee members such as representatives of producers 
and GI experts. 
 
Inspection Body: 
The inspection structure is formed by the State Government of Mizoram vide Notification 
No.D.28016/1/2015-AC dated 26th October, 2018 consists of the members as below:- 
 
 
A. Chairman:  

Secretary to Govt. of Mizoram, Art & Culture Department 
B. Member Secretary:  

Director, Art & Culture Department  
C. Members : 

1. Director, Commerce & Industries Department. 
2. Scientific Officer, Patent Information Centre, Mizoram Science,  
 Technology & Innovation Council. 
3. Chairman, Mizoram Handloom & Handicraft Cooperative Society Ltd. 
4. Representative from Mizo Puan Producer. 
5. President, Mizoram Upa Pawl General Headquarters. 
6. President, Central Young Mizo Association. 
7. President, MizoHmeichheInsuihkhawm Pawl General Headquarters. 
8. Expert in Mizo Traditional Textiles (to be nominated). 

 
The Committee shall monitor, review and make suggestion on the action taken by the concerned 
Departments and also to maintain the quality after post registration of Geographical Indication 
regarding Mizo Traditional Puan viz. (1) Puanchei, (2) Pawndum, (3) Hmaram, (4) Ngotekherh, (5) 
Tawlhlohpuan, etc. 
 

L) Others: 
 
The weaving industry is giving employment to thousand of people and has become the main 
source of income. Besides manufacturing Mizo Puanchei, the weaving industry is also producing 
a number of Mizo Puan having beautiful designs with complicated and detailed embroideries. 
 
Mizo Puanchei is very popular because of its colourful, intricate and unique designs. It is a 
coveted possession of every Mizo lady. The unique value of Mizo PUAN comes from the personal 
involvement of the weaver, who with great labour weaves her dreams into each work and weft 
until every design has a story to tell. These traditional hand woven apparels are of different 
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shades and design with exquisite play of colour combination and intricate weaving patterns have 
been evolved. 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 120 dated April 12, 2019 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 593 

Application Date: 26-09-2017 
 
Application is made by 1. University of Agricultural Sciences (UAS), UAS Campus, Lingsugur Road, 
Raichur - 584 104, Karnataka, India, and 2. Karnataka Togari Abhivrudhi Mandali Limited, APMC Yard, 
Nehru Gunj, Kalaburagi, - 585 104, Karnataka, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Gulbarga 
Tur Dal under Application No. 593 in respect of Tur Dal falling in Class – 31 is hereby advertised as 
accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : 1. University of Agricultural Sciences (UAS) & 

2. Karnataka Togari Abhivrudhi Mandali Limited  
 

B) Address    : 1. University of Agricultural Sciences (UAS) 
UAS Campus, Lingsugur Road,  
Raichur - 584 104, Karnataka, India,  

2. Karnataka Togari Abhivrudhi Mandali Limited  
APMC Yard, Nehru Gunj,  
Kalaburagi, - 585 104,Karnataka, India 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication: 

GULBARGA TUR DAL 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

D) Types of Goods   : Class 31 – Tur Dal 
 

E) Specification: 
 
Gulbarga Tur Dal is a local variety of Pigeonpea which is brown in colour and known as Gulyal 
/Chaple/ Bennur local. 
 
Botanical classification: 
1. Kingdom : Plantae – Plants 
2. Subkingdom : Tracheobionta – Vascular plants 
3. Superdivision : Spermatophyta – Seed plants 
4. Division  : Magnoliophyta – Flowering plants 
5. Class  : Magnoliopsida – Dicotyledons 
6. Subclass : Rosidae 
7. Order  : Fabales 
8. Family  : Fabaceae 
9. Genus  : Cajanus 
10. Species  : Cajanus cajan (L.) Millsp. – pigeonpea 
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 ‘Gulbarga Tur’ is brown in colour and is locally popular with various names such as ‘Gulyal, 
Chaple, Bennur local’. The crop pods turn brown when ripened and the market cycle for this 
crop usually starts during the month of October-November. 

 Farmers are cultivating this variety by practicing intercropping methods with crops like Green 
gram, Blackgram, Soybean, Sesamum etc. and usually sow preserved seeds from previous 
year’s yield for cultivation. 

 ‘Gulbarga Tur Dal’ is famous for its unique taste, aroma and shelf life which is due to the 
richness of calcium (Ca) and potassium (K) in the soils of the region, along with high milling 
qualities. The milling quality of the dal is high due to the spherical nature of the dal grains 
which make it a premier quality dal, called “patka dal”. This local Tur Dal is quite unique as 
compared to the other varieties of tur cultivated in various parts of Karnataka in terms of taste, 
aroma, lesser cooking period and higher shelf life quality. 

 
F) Description: 

 
a) Physical Characteristics :-  

 
Plants of ‘Gulbarga Tur Dal’ grows about 160 to 175 cm with semi spreading branch habit.  
Flower colour is yellow, with very sparse red stripes on base petal. Flowering starts at 85 days 
after sowing and completes by 100 to 105 days.  Matures in 145 to 150 days from date of 
sowing hence, belongs to mid early maturity group. 
 
Weight of 100 ‘Gulbarga Tur Dal’ whole grains is 9.5 to 10 grams with round shape and ideal 
for millers as compared to the other tur grains. ‘Gulbarga Tur’ is brown in colour and “Dal” is 
orange yellow in colour, Split Dal is very Attractive, dal edges are very clear 

 
b) Climate. 

Gulbarga is situated in north – eastern part of Karnataka. The district normally receives less 
annual rainfall and faces uncertainty of rainfall. The climatic conditions of this district are 
relatively warm and dry. Redgram is best suited for cultivation in Gulbarga district. Annual 
average rainfall varies between 700 to 750 mm. Average annual rainfall of last ten years is 
noted as 737 mm. The climate of the district is generally dry with temperature ranging from 
10o C in the winter to 45o C in the summer. Highly fertile black cotton soils derived from lime 
stone are very much suitable for redgram cultivation.  
 

c) Significance of Gulbarga Tur Dal 
The tur (pigeonpea or arhar) grown here is of superior quality, having to with this region’s 
unique soil and climatic conditions. The soils are very rich in calcium and potassium which is 
one of the key reasons for unique dal quality and taste of pigeonpea. Quality tur dal from this 
region largely distributed and marketed to other regions/states of India. Gulbarga alone has 
some 250 dal mills, with capacities to process — i.e. de-husk and split the grain — between 
10 to 15 tonnes of tur per day 

 
G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 

 
The Geographical Area of production / cultivating area of Gulbarga Tur’ includes the following 
areas: 
 
a) Aland - 17° 19' N, 76° 54' E. 
b) Chincholi - 17° 27' N and 77° 25' E 
c) Kalaburagi ( Gulbarga) - 17° 32' N and 76° 83' E 
d) Afzalpur - 17° 12'  N and 76° 21'' E 
e) Chittapur – 17 12’ N and 77° 08'' E 
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f) Sedam – 17 17’ N and 77° 27'' E 
g) Jewargi – 17 01’ N and 76° 77'' E 
h) Shorapur – 16 05’ N and 76° 77'' E 
i) Shahpur - 16 06’ N and 76° 8'' E 
j) Yadgir – 16 45’ N and 77° 8'' E 
 

H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 
 
‘Gulbarga Tur Dal’ is being cultivated since a long period of time in this region. The economy of 
the empire was largely dependent on agriculture. Sorghum (jowar), cotton, and pulse legumes 
grew in semi-arid regions. Gulbarga was known as Kalaburagi which means ‘stony land’ or ‘stone 
roofing’ or ‘heap of stones’ in Kannada. The major stone was ‘lime stone’ and soils with a large 
lime content are said to yield the best quality. The quality of the pulse consists in the quickness 
with which it softens on boiling.  
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
Gulbarga district normally receives less annual rainfall and faces uncertainty of rainfall. The 
climatic conditions of this district are relatively warm and dry. Pigeonpea being a drought tolerant 
crop is best suited for cultivation in Gulbarga district during Kharif season. Most of the farmers of 
this district are cultivating tur as a main crop and is an important cash crop for the farmers in this 
region. 
 
Gulbarga Tur Dal cultivation method follows stepwise activities as listed below: 
 
i) By cleaning off all the natural residues, a full-size ploughing is done in the farm generally 

from third week of May followed by two turns of cultivator. 
ii) In accordance with the rainfall in between 15th June to end of July, sowing is started when 

tilth is achieved. Previous years preserved seeds are used for this purpose. 
iii) With the help of seed drill and maintaining row to row distance of 90 to 120 cm (for 

defending the soil fertility), the soil is ploughed and seeds are sown. More spacing is given 
for fertile soils. Seeds are sown at the rate of 4-5 kg per acre of land. 

iv) Along with available FYM in one’s own yard of farmers, one bag of Di Ammonium 
Phosphate, (DAP) is added per acre at the time sowing.  

v) Hand weeding is carried out at 3 to 4 weeks after sowing, followed by 1 or 2 harrowing in 
between rows of pigeonpea. 

vi) Two to three sprays with botanicals (Neem seed kernal extract/ Chilli-garlic extract) or bio 
agents (HaNPV) or pesticides or in combination are used to manage pests, mainly 
Helicoverpa sp. 

vii)  Commonly used commercial pesticides are profenophos @ 2 ml/litre as first spray (ovicide) 
followed by botanicals or indoxcorb @ 0.3 ml /litre or spinosad @ 0.1ml/ litre or 
flubendamide @ 0.2 gm/litre.  

viii) Sickling is done in the month of August. Some farmers plough the spaces between 
pigeonpea lines for preventing soil from evaporation or volatilization of moisture. Moreover, 
soil support is also given to plants with this operation. 

ix) After harvesting, pigeonpea whole plant is dried in the field or threshing yard  
x) Seeds are separated from plants by beating the dried pods with stick followed by winnowing 

or farmer with large holding go for mechanisation.  
xi) Farmers store tur grains, in their houses packed in gunny bags. They store it for a maximum 

period of 12 months. No chemicals are used for preservation during storage. Traditionally, 
famers use dried neem leaves, Ash, sand, chilli powder etc., to avoid insect attacks during 
the storage period. 
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xii) Produce that is locally milled using stone mill (chakki), is used for house hold purposes. The 
produce is either milled using Stone mills which are operated under low pressure or through 
Dal mills for splitting of the grains. The final dal produce is available in three forms: split 
oiled, split dry and whole. Milling quality is high due to the spherical nature of seeds, 
premier quality dal called “patka dal” 

 
J) Uniqueness: 

 
i) Major parameters 

 
Gulbarga Tur Dal is quite unique as compared to the other varieties of tur cultivated in various 
parts of Karnataka in terms of taste, aroma, lesser cooking period and higher shelf life quality. 
a.  Colour: Physical appearance of dal is Orange yellow in colour 
b. Aroma: Pleasant aroma during and after cooking 
c. Taste/Flavour: Highly relishable and highly preferred compared to other dals 
d. Texture: Fine texture of cooked sample, physically looks good 
e. Appearance: Split Dal is very Attractive, dal edges are very clear and edges are not 
broken 
 

ii) Sensory Characteristics 
The sensory characteristics of Gulbarga Tur Dal  in terms of Colour, Aroma, Taste/Flavour, 
Texture and Appearance is as follows: 
 
Tur Dal test report for Sensory characteristics 

 
S.No Parameter Gulbarga Tur dal 

(Gulyal Local) 
1 Appearance 4.40 
2 Colour 4.25 
3 Flavour 4.0 
4 Texture 3.95 
5 Taste 4.25 

 
Highly acceptable =5 Moderately acceptable =4    Fairly acceptable=3 
Acceptable            =2 Not acceptable               =1 (5-point scale) 

 
 

Morphological characteristics 
 

Parameter Gulbarga Tur dal (Gulyal Local) 
Appearance Dal is very Attractive 
Colour Orange yellow 
Flavour Pleasant aroma while cooking and after cooking  
Texture Fine texture of cooked sample  
Taste Highly relishable  

 
a. Colour: Physical appearance of dal is Orange yellow in colour 
b. Aroma: Pleasant aroma during and after cooking 
c. Taste/Flavour: Highly relishable and highly preferred compared to other dals 
d. Texture: Fine texture of cooked sample, physically looks good 
e. Appearance: Split Dal is very Attractive, dal edges are very clear and edges are not 

broken 
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iii) Grain Size: This variety has a 100 grain size of 9.50 grams with round shape which is ideal 

for millers as compared to the other varieties of Tur cultivated in various parts of Karnataka. 
 
iv) Cultivation Period: This variety matures in 145 to 150 days of cultivation. This is the shortest 

cultivation period compared to other varieties of Tur. Therefore, it completes its lifecycle 
during monsoon period. 

 
v) Cooking Characteristics: The Cooking period of this variety is quite less as compared to the 

other tur varieties. 
 

vi) Soil Property: The soils of Gulbarga have been compared with soils in Raichur and 
Bangalore to draw an analysis of the Potassium and Calcium content in each of the soils to 
understand how the micro-nutrient % influences the quality of Crop yields.  

 
Soil test reports analysed during march-2018 
 
Sl.No Soil 

sample 
Calcium content  (g/100g) Potassium content (g/100g) 

Rep-1 Rep-2 Mean Rep-1 Rep-2 Mean 
1 Gulbarga 3.4 3.8 3.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 
2 Raichur 0.12 0.11 0.115 0.1 0.1 0.1 
3 Bangalore 0.14 0.13 0.135 0.05 0.04 0.045 

 
This crop is cultivated in soils which is extremely rich in Potassium and Calcium. The Soil 
tests were carried out by an independent agency National Collateral Management Service Ltd 
(NCML), Hyderabad. The lab reports depict that soils of Gulbarga are very rich in calcium 
(Ca) i.e. 3.6 g/100 gm of soil in comparison with to Raichur soil (0.115 g/100 gm) and 
Bangalore soil (0.135 g/100 gm). Hence, the pigeonpea grown here is of best quality, cooks 
faster and has good taste. The crop belongs to leguminous family and therefore, plays a very 
important role in maintaining the soil fertility by fixing atmospheric nitrogen, adding 
micronutrients and organic matter to soil. 
 

vii) Shelf Life: Shelf life is the keeping quality of the Dal after it is cooked. Based on the feedback 
of consumers and farmers, it has been reported that the cooked dal’s shelf life is at least 2 
days without spoilage at normal room temperature. 

 
K) Inspection Body: 

 
An inspection body is constituted as follows 

 
A. Chairman - One Representative from UAS Raichur 
B. One Representative from Member from Pulses Research Station, Gulbarga  
C.  One Representative Member from Karnataka Togari Abhivrudhi Mandali and  
D.  Two Members from Producer groups of Gulbarga Tur Dal 
C. Four Farmers Representative of Gulbarga Tur Dal 
 
This Inspection Body would periodically meet and discuss all matters pertaining to the upkeep of 
the traditional methods of cultivation, preservation, milling, packaging and marketing aspects of 
“Gulbarga Tur Dal’ and also take up any matters relevant to protecting the uniqueness of the 
product and spreading of awareness of the speciality of the product among farmers, consumers 
and a host of people groups involved in the entire supply chain. 
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Also, an Internal watchdog mechanism is constituted, comprising of Local Area farmers and 
traders, Gulbarga Dal Millers Association representatives so that the quality parameters and 
traditional values of Gulbarga Tur Dal is not compromised under circumstances at all times. 
 

L) Others: 
 
The plant of the variety is very useful in all dimensions such as food, feed and household items. 
Food as in – rich protein source and a main element in the daily diet of people.  Feed is to –its 
broken seeds, skin and pod walls are fed to domestic animals. The dry stems are used as 
domestic fuel, preparing compounds, walls, sheds and thick broom sticks for sweeping. 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 120 dated April 12, 2019 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 641 

Application Date: 20-12-2018 
 
Application is made by Tirur Vettila Ulpadaka Sangam, Chembra, C/o Krishibhavan, Tirur, Tirur - 
Chamaravattom Road, Alingal, District: Malappuram – 676 108, Kerala, India for Registration in Part A of 
the Register of Tirur betel leaf (Tirur Vettila) under Application No. 641 in respect of Betel Leaf (Vettila) 
falling in Class – 31 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical 
Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Tirur Vettila Ulpadaka Sangam 

 
B) Address    : Tirur Vettila Ulpadaka Sangam 

Chembra, C/o Krishibhavan, Tirur,  
Tirur - Chamaravattom Road, Alingal,  
District: Malappuram – 676 108,  
Kerala, India 
 
Facilitated By:  
IPR Cell - KAU, 
Agricultural Research Station, 
Kerala Agricultural University, Mannuthy,  
Thrissur - 680 651, Kerala, India 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication: 

TIRUR BETEL LEAF (TIRUR VETTILA) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D) Types of Goods   : Class 31 –Betel Leaf ( Vettila) 
 

E) Specification: 
 
Tirur Betel leaf (Tirur vettila) is the betel leaf produced in Tirur and nearby areas of Malappuram 
District of Kerala. In Malayalam it is known as Tirur Vettila. Puthukodi and Nadan are the most 
common betel vine cultivars in Tirur area of Malappuram district. Puthukodi cultivar is mainly 
grown as pure crop as groups/clusters (Kootams) and this system of cultivation is known as 
‘koottakodi’ (‘Kootam’ means ‘group’ and ‘kodi’ means ‘vine’ in Malayalam). Puthukodi have 
maximum leaf weight per unit area and optimum leaf parameters and has more acceptance and 
price in market. The leaves of Puthukodi are mainly marketed to other countries (Pakistan, 
Afghanistan and Bangladesh) and other states. Nadan cultivar is mainly cultivated as an intercrop 
on coconut and arecanut trees which provide support to betel vine. This system is known as 
‘ottakkodi’ (‘Otta’ means ‘single’ and ‘kodi’ means ‘vine’). 
 
The specific morphological and biochemical characteristics of Tirur betel leaf The leaves of 
Puthukodi are green in colour, with petiole length ranging from 1.20 - 5.50 cm, leaf length of 14-22 
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cm, leaf width of 7.50 -13.50 cm, leaf tip angle of 340-370 (narrow), leaf weight of 4.0 - 4.3g/leaf. 
Leave base is cordate in shape with even margins. Leaf lamina shape is mostly ovate elliptic, 
rarely ovate lanceolate. Leaf weight per unit area is more in Puthukodi than other common 
cultivars of the state and this contribute to more keeping quality. Leaf weight per unit area is 
0.026-0.028 g/cm. 

 

Betel leaves from Nadan cultivar are having more leaf area, leaf size and green colour than 
Puthukodi with leaf length of 13-18 cm, leaf width of 7.70 -14.00 cm, leaf area of 180-187 cm, leaf 
tip angle of 41 0- 450 (medium) and  leaf weight of 4.0 – 4.1 g/ leaf. Leaf base are mostly cordate in 
shape and rarely round; leaf lamina shape is ovate - lanceolate, rarely cordate with even margins. 
Leaf apex is acuminate. Leaf weight per unit area is 0.021- 0.022 g/cm2. In visual appearance 
Nadan will have broader leaves than Puthukodi. Nadan shows early lateral branching than 
Puthukodi. 
 
Morphological characters of Tirur vettila  
 
Sl. 
No 

Characters Tirur Vettila cultivars 
Puthukodi  Nadan  

1 

Internodal 
color in  

Orthotropic shoot 
Green with purple color 

at nodal region 
Green with purple color 

at nodal region 

Lateral 
branch 

With spike Green Green 

Without 
spike 

Purple color with light 
green broken stripes 

Purple color with light 
green broken stripes 

2 Lateral branch pattern 
Hanging 

Mostly hanging, rarely 
horizontal 

3 
Shoot tip color 

Dark purple color with 
broken green stripes 

Dark purple color with 
broken green stripes 

4 Leaf color Green Green 
5 Leaf length (cm) 14.00 – 22.00 13.00 -18.00  
6 Leaf width (cm) 7.50-13.50  7.70-14.00  
7 Leaf area (cm2) 152-159 180-187 
8 Leaf petiole length (cm) 1.20-5.50  1.20-6.00 
9 Leaf lamina shape Mostly ovate elliptic, 

rarely ovate lanceolate 
Mostly ovate lanceolate, 

rarely cordate 
10 Leaf base shape 

Cordate 
Mostly cordate, rarely 

round 
11 Leaf tip angle (0) Narrow  

(34-37) 
Medium  
(41-45) 

12 Leaf apex shape Aristulate Accuminate 
13 Leaf margin Even  Even  
14 Spike length (cm) 2.50-2.70 2.30-2.50 
15 Days to lateral branching  130.00 -136.00 82.00-87.00 
16 Days between lateral branch 

emergence  
17-20 16-20 

17 Angle between orthotropic shoot 
and leaf petiole (0) 

49-50  59-60 

18 Leaf weight (g/leaf) 4.0 - 4.3 4.0 - 4.1 
19 Leaf weight per unit area (g/cm2) 0.026-0.028 0.021-0.022 
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Biochemical characters of Tirur betel leaf  
 
Sl. No. Biochemical characters Tirur betel leaf 

Puthukodi Nadan 
1.  Total chlorophyll (mg/g) 2.42-2.44 2.54-2.56 
2.  Total protein (mg/g) 3.21-3.25 3.76-3.79 
3.  Total phenol content (g/100g) 3.06-3.07 2.68-2.71 
4.  Antioxidant capacity  

(μg ascorbic acid/mg) 
7.41-7.58 7.01-7.05 

5.  Yield of essential oil  
(v/w %) 

0.48-0.51 0.45-0.48 

6.  Eugenol (% ) 15.22-15.34 16.25-16.34 
7.  Methyl eugenol (%)  0.80 
8.  Isoeugenol (%) 0.78-0.82 0.78-0.82 
9.  Methyl isoeugenol (%) 0.25-0.32 0.08-0.12 
10.  Pungency Medium Medium 

 
Tirur betel leaf has significantly high content of total chlorophyll and protein in fresh leaves. Nadan 
has more chlorophyll content of 2.54 - 2.56 mg/g and hence more green colour whereas 
Puthukodi has 2.42 - 2.44 mg/g and have slightly less green colour. The protein content is also 
high in Tirur Vettila. Nadan has a protein content of 3.76 - 3.79mg/g and  Puthukodi 3.21 - 
3.25mg/g. Total phenol content is also more in Puthukodi (3.06 - 3.07 g/100g) and Nadan (2.68 - 
2.71 g/100g)  
 
The antioxidant capacity is an important biochemical parameter contributing medicinal properties 
to betel leaf. Antioxidant capacity is contributed by several molecules like vitamin B1, B2 and E, 
as well as several phenolic compounds (Sytar, 2014). Antioxidant activity includes free radical 
scavenging capacity, inhibition of lipid peroxidation, metal ion chelating ability and reducing 
capacity. Free radicals play a vital role in most major health problems like cancer, rheumatoid 
arthritis, cardiovascular diseases, alzheimer’s disease and other neurodegenerative disorders. 
Antioxidants scavenge these free radicals and proved to be beneficial for these disorders as they 
prevent damage against cell proteins, lipids and carbohydrates (Chakraborty and Shah, 2011). 
The antioxidant capacity is more in Tirur betel leaf adding to its medicinal properties. In Puthukodi 
it is 7.41 - 7.58 μg ascorbic acid/mg whereas in Nadan it is 7.01 – 7.15 μg ascorbic acid/mg. Due 
to high antioxidant property Tirur betel leaf has more medicinal properties than the local cultivar. 
This betel leaf had great potency to act as natural antioxidant and hence has anticancer 
properties. The consumption of antioxidant rich foods would help to neutralize the free radicals in 
the body, thus preventing or delaying the oxidative damage to lipids, proteins and nucleic acids. 
 
Tirur betel leaf is more pungent than many other cultivars. Eugenol is the major essential oil in 
betel leaf adding to pungency. Tirur betel leaf have 15.22 - 16.34 % eugenol followed by methyl 
isoeugenol with a range of 0.08 - 0.32% and these contents contribute to the more pungency of 
Tirur betel leaf. High eugenol content gives better antifungal and antioxidant properties to Tirur 
betel leaf, compared to local cultivar. The isoeugenol content in Tirur betel leaf is 0.78 - 0.82%. 
 
Medicinal properties of betel leaf: 
Eugenol in betel vine is an excellent antimutagen. It could be used as a local anesthetics for tooth 
ache. Eugenol with its antioxidant property makes Tirur betel leaf a probable candidate in the 
treatment of diseases. “Thampooladhi Tylam” is an Ayurvedic preparation made with betel vine 
extract. Betel leaf extract improves oral health and reduces respiratory problems. An indigenous 
medicine to treat cough is prepared by boiling betel leaf in water. It is also used in perfumeries, 
flavorings and medicine as a local antiseptic and anesthetic. Methyl isoeugenol is a natural food 
flavor. Hence, Tirur betel leaf have potential use in food flavours and medicines.  
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Eugenol, hydroxyl chavicol and terpenyl acetate are the chief ingredients of betel leaf oil and 
these impart medicinal, aromatic, stimulant and digestive properties to betel leaf. The essential oil 
contained in the leaves possess antibacterial and antifungal properties. Hence betel leaf has a 
promising industrial future as a raw material for manufacturing digestive agents, cosmetics, skin 
tonics, tooth pastes, perfumes, de-odorants, soaps, antiseptic creams etc. 
 
Betel leaves possess very high antioxidant properties and in some types it is more than that of 
tea. Betel leaf extract has strong hydroxyl radical and superoxide anion radical scavenging 
property. Polyphenol compounds like catechol, allylpyrocatechol etc. in betel leaf extract inhibit 
the radiation induced lipid peroxidation process effectively, due to the ability to scavenge free 
radicals. The antioxidant property is correlated with different biological activities like 
hepatoprotective, antidiabetic, antistroke and anticancer properties. The leaf extract gives relief 
from back pain and muscular tensions.  
 

F) Description: 
 
Betel leaf (Vettila) is the leaf of betel vine belonging to the Piperaceae family, which includes black 
pepper. It is valued both for its mild stimulant action, digestive and medicinal properties. Betel leaf 
is mostly consumed in Asia and elsewhere in the world by some Asian emigrants. The betel plant 
is an evergreen and perennial creeper, with glossy heart-shaped leaves and white catkin. 
According to traditional Ayurvedic medicine, chewing areca nut and betel leaf is a remedy for bad 
breath and to improve digestion.  
 
Tirur betel vine is mainly cultivated in Tirur, Tanur, Tirurangadi, Kuttippuram, Malappuram and 
Vengara block panchayaths of Malappuram District. Betel leaf produced in Malappuram District of 
Kerala is known as Tirur betel leaf (Tirur Vettila in Malayalam). Nadan and Puthukodi are the 
major cultivars of the area. Puthukodi, the common type, is mainly cultivated as pure crop as 
groups/clusters (Kootams) and the system of cultivation is known as koottakodi (‘Kootam’ means 
‘group’ and ‘kodi’ means ‘vine’). Nadan is mainly cultivated as intercrop on coconut and arecanut 
trees which provide support to betel vine. This system is known as ottakkodi. The leaves of 
Puthukodi are mainly marketed to other countries (Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh) and 
other states where as Nadan is marketed to local markets.  
 
The specific morphological and biochemical characteristics of Tirur betel leaf. The leaves of 
Puthukodi are green in colour, with petiole length ranging from 1.20 - 5.50 cm, leaf length of 14-22 
cm, leaf width of 7.50 -13.50 cm, leaf tip angle of 340-370 ( narrow), leaf weight of 4.0- 4.3g/leaf. 
Leave base is cordate in shape with even margins. Leaf lamina shape is mostly ovate elliptic, 
rarely ovate lanceolate. Leaf weight per unit area is more in Puthukodi than other common 
cultivars of the state and this contribute to more keeping quality. Leaf weight per unit area is 
0.026-0.028 g/cm2. 

 

Betel leaves from Nadan cultivar are having more leaf area, leaf size and green colour than 
Puthukodi with leaf length of 13-18 cm, leaf width of 7.70 -14.00 cm, leaf area of 180-187 cm2, 
leaf tip angle of 41 0-450 (medium) and leaf weight of  4.0 – 4.1 g/ leaf. Leaf base are mostly 
cordate in shape and rarely round; leaf lamina shape is ovate-lanceolate, rarely cordate with even 
margins. Leaf apex is acuminate. Leaf weight per unit area is 0.021- 0.022 g/cm2. In visual 
appearance Nadan will have broader leaves than Puthukodi. Nadan shows early lateral branching 
than Puthukodi. 
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Morphological characters of Tirur vettila  
 
Sl. 
No 

Characters Tirur Vettila cultivars 
Puthukodi Nadan 

1.  Leaf color Green Green 
2.  Leaf length (cm) 14.00 – 22.00 13.00 -18.00  
3.  Leaf width (cm) 7.50-13.50  7.70-14.00  
4.  Leaf petiole length (cm) 1.20-5.50  1.20-6.00 
5.  Leaf lamina shape Mostly ovate elliptic,  rarely 

ovate lanceolate 
Mostly ovate lanceolate,  

rarely  cordate 
6.  Leaf base shape Cordate Mostly cordate, rarely round 
7.  Leaf tip angle (0) Narrow  

(34-37) 
Medium  
(41-45) 

8.  Leaf apex shape Aristulate Accuminate 
9.  Leaf weight (g) 4.0  - 4.3 4.0 - 4.1 
10.  Leaf weight per unit area 

(g/cm2) 
0.026-0.028 0.021-0.022 

 
Betel and areca take a prominent place in all ceremonial occasions. At every religious and social 
function they are in evidence. Every present to a Brahmin on religious occasions must be 
accompanied with them. There is a special gift (dhakshina) known as Tamboola Danam where 
bundles of betel leaves with areca are given to a Brahmin along with cash prize. At every social 
function when guest arrive, betel leaf will be served for chewing.  
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
Malappuram literally means an elevated place on the top of hills. Malappuram district lies between 
North latitudes 10o40’ and 11o 32’ and East longitude 75o50’ and 76o36’. The area of production of 
Tirur vettila lies between 11° 9' 37.07'' N  76° 0' 33.414'' E (North), 10° 47' 4.682'' N 75° 54' 
46.23'' E (South), 11° 4' 33.96'' N 76° 12' 27.565'' E (East) and 11° 7' 17.637'' N 75° 49' 35.282'' 
E (West). The Nilgiris of Tamil Nadu in the East and Arabian Sea in the West provide natural 
boundaries to the district. In the North it is bounded by Kozhikode and Wayanad district and in the 
South by Palakkad and Trichur districts.   
 
Tirur is a municipal town in Malappuram district spreading over an area of 16.55 km2. It is the birth 
place of Thunchath Ezhuthachan, the father of Malayalam language. During 2012, The Malayalam 
University was established at Tirur. Tirur is one of the most important business centers of 
Malappuram district and is situated 26km west of Malappuram and 41km south of Kozhikode, on 
the Shoranur–Mangalore section of the Mangalore–Chennai railway line. Tirur is a major trading 
centre of fish and betel leaf in Malappuram district. Tirur is also famous for the Mamamkam 
festival celebrated at Thirunavaya. Mamamkam festival was a great trade fair from the Sangam 
period where traders from around the world came through Ponnani Port by ships and barges. 
Kottakkal Arya Vaidya Sala (AVS) at Kottakkal, Malappuram District is a famous Ayurveda 
Institution in this area, engaged in the practice and propagation of Ayurveda, the ancient health 
care system of India. Tirur Betel leaf is used in the preparation of Ayurvedic medicines at 
Kottakkal Arya Vaidya Sala. 
 
Currently the area under cultivation of Tirur Vettila is nearly 266 ha. About 60 percent of Tirur 
Vettila is transported to Delhi, Mumbai, Jaypore and Itarsi by rail and from there it is also 
marketed to Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh. Vettila from this area is also transported to 
Pakistan via gulf countries by air from Karippur (Calicut) airport. It is also sold in local markets in 
Thrissur, Malappuram and Calicut districts. Details of block panchayaths in Malappuram districts 
with Tirur Vettila cultivation are provided below.  
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Details of Block panchayaths in Malappuram districts with Tirur Vettila cultivation. 
 

Sl.No. Name of Block Panchayath 
1 Tanur 
2 Kuttipuram 
3 Tirur 
4 Malappuram 
5 Tirurangadi 
6 Vengara 

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
In Kerala betel leaf and areca take a prominent place in all ceremonial occasions. At every 
religious and social function they are in evidence. Every present to a Brahmin on religious 
occasions must be accompanied with them. There is a special donation known as Tamboola 
Danam where bundles of betel leaves with areca are given to a Brahmin along with some money. 
At every social function when guest arrive, they are served with these along with chunnambu 
(lime) and spices for chewing.  
 
Mention about Tirur vettila is seen in ancient literature. Many books cited the importance of Tirur 
for betel vine cultivation and its marketing. Some major historical documents are given below: 
 
1. In 1800  Lord Wellesley, the British Governor General of India, appointed the surgeon and 

botanist Francis Buchanan(1762-1829) to conduct a survey of the kingdom of Mysore in the 
south of the country, which had been annexed by the East India company. In the resulting 
three-volume report entitled “A  Journey from Madras through the country of Mysore, Canara, 
and Malabar”, first published in 1807, Buchanan (later known as Francis Hamilton) recorded 
the agriculture, arts and commerce, indigenous regions and custom, natural history and 
society and antiquities of the regions through which he travelled and illustrated his text with a 
map and engravings. Vol. 2 of this book was later translated to Malayalam by Dr. C. K. 
Kareem and published by State Institute of Languages, Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram in 1981 
(Ref.6). In this book Francis Buchanan mentioned about the betel vine cultivation in Malabar 
Coast. He mentioned betel vine as the major agricultural crop of Valancherry area.  

2. Tirur vettila is mentioned in the book “Kerala District Gazetteers - Malappuram”(1986) 
compiled by Dr. C. K. Kareem and published by Adoor K.K. Ramachandran Nair, State Editor, 
Kerala Gazetteers, Trivandrum printed at Government Press, Ernakulam (Ref.9). In this book 
he has mentioned about area under betel leaf cultivation. In Malappuram it was cultivated at 
an area of 300 ha and Tirur was described as famous for betel leaf cultivation. It was exported 
to all parts of India from Tirur railway station. About 15 tons of betel leaves were sent to North 
Indian states and everyday about one ton of betel leaves were sent to other parts of the State 
(Kerala District Gazetteers page 332: copy enclosed Attachment 2). It was considered as a 
labour oriented cultivation which absorbs a good number of people. He also described that 
betel leaves and arecanut were the major commodities that arrived in Tirur market. Tirur taluk 
is an important centre for cultivation of betel leaves; it is brought to the market in large 
quantities from the surrounding areas. Every year about 8,00,000 number of betel leaf 
reached the market. According to District Gazetteers, Tirur betel leaf was cultivated at Tirur, 
Kuttippuram, Thirunavaya, Purathur, Vettom, Kalpakancherri, Valanchery, Valavannur,  
Anakkayam,  Kottakkal, etc. Betel leaves were marketed to all parts of India. Tirur vettila was 
also marketed from Manjeri market. To this market the product came from Tirur, Manjeri, 
Payyanad etc, and from there the leaves were dispatched to Calicut and Tirur. The betel 
leaves were brought to market as bundles.  Nearly 8000 bundles of betel leaves i.e. 8 lakh 
leaves were marketed from Tirur.  
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3. “A History of Kerala” written in the form of “Notes on VISSCHER’S Letters from Malabar” by 
K.P. Padmanabha Menon (1986) and edited by Sahithyakusalan and TK Krishna Menon, 
published by Asian Education Services, New Delhi (Attachment 3, Ref.12) reported about 
cultivation of betel vine and areca in Malabar coast (page 417). He described that the word 
vettila would have originated from veru + ila meaning simple or mere leaf which reached to 
English through the Portuguese betre and betle. Vasco da Gama used the term at “Tambul”, 
Arabic from the Sanskrit ‘tambula’. Marco Polo also noted the habit of chewing pan by the 
people of Malabar (page 417). The local terms of betel vine cultivation like “kooly kody”, “kany 
kadotha kody”, “kanny pattiadoo” “kody” etc. are also described in this book. In this book it is 
reported that vine attains the last period according to the quality of the soil. For one and a 
half, or two years the leaves are fit for plucking. It is propagated from cuttings and planted 
around the roots of trees, which is penetrated with its roots and ascends to the height of ten or 
fifteen feet. It must be watered once every other day, and demands considerable attention to 
its cultivation.  

4. “AghilaVighnanakosham” by T.N. Jayachandran and published by D.C. Book in 1998 
(Attachment 4) mentioned about betel leaf cultivation in Tirur area. 

5. The Encyclopaedic District Gazetteers of India edited by S.C.Bhatt and published by Gyan 
Publishing House in 1998 mentioned about cultivation of betel leaf as an intercrop in coconut 
and arecanut gardens in Malappuram area. Tirur is also a trading centre of fish and betel 
leaves.  

6. District Handbook of Kerala-Malappuram (2003) mentioned about Vettila cultivation in 
Malappuram. 

7. Articles written by K.A.Martin on ‘Kaipad rice, Tirur betel leaf, Changalikoden Banana to get 
GI (The Hindu dt. 20/06/2012).  

8. Articles written by K.R.Rajeev on ‘KAU joins Tirur’s battle for Pak betel market’ (The Times of 
India dt. 17/12/2012:). 

9. Article written by G.V.Nair, in ‘Karshakashree,’ a major Agricultural magazines of Kerala 
highlights mainly on Tirur betel vine farming methods due to its particular features 
(Karshakasree, February 2006  ).  

10. Article written by Jose K.Vayalil, in ‘Karshakashree,’ a major Agricultural magazines of Kerala 
highlights the still ongoing fame of Tirur betel vine of older times (Karshakasree, April 2013  
pages 32-34).  

11. Article written by Preethy T.T., Dr. C.R.Elsy and Dr.Berin Pathrose in ‘Journal of Medicinal 
Plants Studies’ on ‘Preliminary study on spike characters of Betel vine especially from Tirur 
area’ (Journal of Medicinal Plants Studies, 2017 pages 199-201). 

12. Article written by Preethy T.T., Dr. C.R.Elsy and Dr. C. Beena in ‘Journal of Pharmacognosy 
and Photochemistry’ on profiling of essential oil in Tirur vettilai (Journal of Pharmacognosy 
and Photochemistry’, 2017 pages 774-778). 

 
I) Method of Production: 

 
The lateritic soil of Malappuram is highly suited for betel vine cultivation. In Tirur area betel vine is 
cultivated as Ottakkodi and Koottakodi and the method of cultivation in these systems are 
described below. Both the systems are developed based on traditional technologies and 
traditional knowledge. 
 
Ottakkodi (Otta means single, kodi means vine in Malayalam): 
 
a. Planting:  

Ottakkodi is the intercropping of betel vine in arecanut and coconut gardens. These trees 
provide support and partial shade to the crop. Nadan is commonly planted in this method and 
sometimes Puthukodi also. In Ottakkodi system planting is mainly done during Thiruvathira 
njattuvela that falls during Edavam or Mithunam months of Malayalam calendar ( May-June  
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months of English calendar).Tender stem cuttings (Kodithala) of 0.5 - 1 m length are used as 
planting material that are planted in the basins of supporting trees. Two cuttings will be 
planted in each basin and will be covered with leaf to avoid drying of cuttings. As the cuttings 
grow and elongates they will be tied to the support tree with the help of patta (sheath base of 
areca nut leaf). Along with monsoon showers the shoot tips grow well and from 5-6 months 
onwards the harvesting of the leaves starts. During the next 18 months harvesting will be 
continued once within 20-25 days. During next Kanni, Thulam and Virichigam months of 
Malayalam calendar (October - December months) the vine will be ready of replanting for next 
crop by kodierakkivekkal. In this operation the growing vines will be detached from the 
support trees, will be rolled and kept under soil in the basin of support trees keeping 3m vine 
tip out of soil. This shoot tip of 3m length will be tied to the support tree. Organic manures 
(cow dung/poultry manure/ goat manure/ groundnut cake etc.) will be applied in the basin of 
the vine. The shoot tip grows and produces new leaves like a new planting. Lateral branches 
will be produced within 3-4 weeks and harvesting start within 2 months, and continues for the 
next 14-16 months till the vine is ready for next Erakkivekkal in a different spot under the 
same support tree. A vine can be retained like this for 12-15 years if the vine is maintained 
properly and healthy without any damage.  

 
b. Manures and fertilizers: 

Tirur betel vine is cultivated mainly adopting organic methods. Cow dung slurry and green leaf 
manures are applied at the time of fresh planting of stem cuttings. After few days of planting, 
when shoot tip start growing groundnut cake/ash is given along with ½ kg of cow dung. Cow 
dung and ground nut cake will be made as slurry and applied to tree basin. Sometimes dry 
cow dung powder mixed with ground nut cake powder will be applied to tree basin.  
Sometimes poultry manure and goat manure are also applied. Manures will be applied once 
in 15-30 days. 150-500 g of dry cow dung powder or poultry litter will be applied along with 
ground nut cake @ 250 g/tree. To avoid rotting of leaves and vine, pseudomonas will also be 
applied normally. During rainy season cow dung slurry will be applied and during dry season 
cow dung powder will be applied. 

 
c. Irrigation: 

Irrigation is to be given once in 2-3 days adopting pipe (Hose) irrigation or channel irrigation 
without damaging the vines. Sometimes traditional methods are also adopted.  

 
Kootakkodi system of cultivation: 
 
a. Planting: 

In Kootakkodi system betel vine is cultivated as a pure crop using Puthukodi cultivar. In this 
system planting is mainly done during Thiruvathira Njattuvela that falls during Edavam or 
Mithunam months of Malayalam calendar (May-June months). Circular basins of 3 ½ -4 ½ 
feet diameter will be prepared and in these circular basins 16 shoot cuttings of ½ m length will 
be planted. 8 poles (varol), prepared using dry arecanut/ toddy palm trunk will be erected as 
support for growing vines. These 8 plants will be known as koottam (one cluster). The spacing 
between vines will be 20 cm and between clusters it will be 4-5 feet. These erected poles will 
have two vertical layers. The first layer will be at an approximate vertical length of 5m. In this 
layer at a height of 4 feet, a circular band made of  arecanut pole, known as ‘Vala’, will be 
given as support and again at a height of 3 feet a circular support with iron wire will be  
provided. The poles of a koottam will be tied at the tip at a height of 5m. After 5m, the 2nd layer 
will be erected with small pieces of arecanut poles and this process is called as 
Kudumpikettal. The nearby clusters (Kootams) will be interlinked with bamboo poles (ezhuka) 
of bigger widths. This gives balance to clusters and help to avoid damage by wind. These 
structures are also required for harvesting to support Eni (climbing poles). At some places, the 
cluster will have 3 layers. The first layer will be of an approximate length of 3m. In this layer 
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the poles will be bind together with small pieces of arecanut stem and this process is called 
“Vaari Kettuka”. After 3 m, the 2nd layer will have a height of 5m. At a height 8m, (3m+5m) the 
poles will be joined with nearby clusters with the help of arecanut stem pieces, known as 
Ezha. Then above this layer the third layer of nearly 1-2m, will be formed with small pieces of 
arecanut stems known as “Kalli”. The betel vines will grow and spread on these koottams and 
the growing tips will hang from ‘Vaari’ of the top layer. According to spacing adopted there will 
be 5-7 clusters in one cent area. The tender shoot cuttings (2 numbers /pole) are used as 
planting material in the circular basins of supporting poles. As the shoot cutting grows it will be 
tied to the support pole with the help of patta (sheeth base of arecanut leaf). After 3 weeks, 
the cuttings grow well and from 6 months onwards vines produces lateral branches. Partial 
shade will be provided to young plants.  Mulching of vines will be done with the help of green 
leves and coconut leaves. The harvesting will be continued up to 2 years of planting, at an 
interval of once in 3-4 weeks. The leaves from lateral branches, harvested during November, 
December, January months are of best quality and is known as Kannivettila. These leaves 
fetches maximum price in the market, up to Rs.75-90/bundle (of 100 leaves). The leaves 
produced on the main stem are known as pathi vettila. These leaves are more brittle and the 
price in less (approximately Rs.10-20 /bundle). After 2 years the vines become weak and 
hence leaves become small and of low quality. So the vine will be discarded and removed to 
take fresh planting. The discarded vines and leaves will be sold for medicinal purpose.  Rarely 
farmers will continue harvesting in third year also. Kootakkodi system is more remunerative 
than ottakodi system, even though initial cost is more. The yield is also more in kootakkodi 
system.  

 
Farmers plant koottams in between crops like coconut, arecanut, banana and yams. Normally 
when betelvine is cultivated as intercrop the yield of main crop also increases. Manures and 
irrigation water applied to vettila may also add to the yield of main crop. 

 
b. Manures and fertilizers:  

Tirur Koottakkodi betel vine is cultivated mainly adopting organic method of cultivation. Cow 
dung slurry spray and green leaf manures will be applied at the time of fresh planting of 
cuttings. After few days of planting, when shoot tips start growing groundnut cake will be 
given along with ½ kg of cow dung. In traditional method, to apply cow dung slurry, manure 
pits (Chanakakuzhi) will be formed between clusters and from these pits with the support of 
shallow metallic baskets (Thudippu) this slurry will be applied to basin. Sometimes cow dung 
and ground nut cake together will be made as slurry and applied to basin. Dry cow dung 
mixed with ground nut cake powder will also be applied to tree basin (this avoid eating of 
ground nut cake by insects and animals). Manures will be applied once in 22-30 days. 150-
500g of dry cow dung powder or poultry litter will be applied along with ground nut powder @ 
250 g/tree.  Rarely, if the vine growth is less, a small quantity of chemical fertilizer 
(Factamphos) will also be applied to basin to enhance vegetative growth. To avoid diseases 
of leaves and vines, bio control agents like pseudomonas will also be applied. 

 
c. Irrigation:  

Irrigation in summer will be provided either with the help of flexible pipe (Hose) or using 
traditional method. In traditional method a pit (Ookuzhi or kole) will be prepared between 
clusters. Water will reach the pit through panappu. From Ookuzhi pit, water will be applied to 
the basins (thadam) with the support of shallow metallic baskets called thudippu. 

 
d. Harvesting and packaging:  

In newly planted Ottakkodi harvesting starts 5-6 months after planting. Harvesting of the 
leaves will be done in the morning hours, once in 25-30 days.  In Ottakkodi system, from one 
lateral branch 2 leaves will be harvested on a day. On one support 15-100 Kannis (lateral 
branches) will be there. So in one harvest approximately 40-200 leaves will be obtained and 
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harvesting will be done once in 25-30 days. According to the growth of vine even 200 leaves/ 
support can be obtained in one harvest, especially in rainy season. 

 
In Koottakodi system approximately 5-20 bundles (of 100 leaves each) will be obtained from 
one cluster making 350 bundles / cluster in 24 months of harvesting period. The leaves 
harvested in the first 4 months of harvest will be of best quality and afterwards the quality will 
get reduced and hence the price also. 

 
The preparation of leaves for packing is an art and is known as Chaykkal. Farmers make 
bundles of folded leaves. If it is for Tirur market it will have 100 leaves. If it is for 
Kunnamkulam market it will have 80 leaves (20x4) and for Kozhikode market it will be of 96 
numbers ie 24x4 .Such bundles will be packed in fresh banana leaf and taken to traders.  The 
traders repack these bundles. The exporters repack them in bamboo baskets lined with 
soaked paddy straw or paper with ice pieces to reduce drying of leaves during transportation. 
Generally petioles (leaf stalks) will be completely cut off, sometimes retaining 2 cm in length. 
This is done to avoid rotting of the leaves. 

 
e. Marketing:  

The first quality betel leaf will come to market during December, January and February. From 
March onwards the quality will get reduced and the supply will increase. The harvested leaves 
will be made to reach Tirur market on the same day evening by about 4pm. From there it will 
be repacked by traders to send to other markets either by road or by rail. 

 
Tirur betel leaves are of great demand in markets within and outside the country.  Nadan is 
mainly sold in local markets, (Thrissur, Kozhikode etc) whereas Puthukodi goes to other 
states and countries. Maximum price is obtained for Puthukodi. The betel vine leaves are 
moving to other states via rail and to other countries by air cargo.  The leaves are mainly 
exported to countries like Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh. In earlier days (1970’s) from 
Tirur railway station every day a wagon of betel leaf (15-20 ton) was transported to other 
states. Now it has reduced to 10ton/day. From Tirur, betel leaves move to Delhi, Agra, 
Mathura, Rampur, Meerut, Jodhpur, Gujarat etc. Sometimes betel leaf from Tirur will be 
transported to Chennai by rail and from there, it moves to Delhi to get distributed in local 
markets near to Delhi. By air, from Karippur the betel leaf will move to Doha or Qatar and from 
there it reaches to places like Lahore, Karachi etc. At Tirur there is a street known as ‘Pan 
Bazar’ meaning Vettila market indicating the importance of betel leaf in the economy of Tirur 
market. Even now congregation of vettila traders are more in pan bazar. 

 
f. Price: 

Many people in Malappuram district derive their livelihood directly or indirectly, partly or fully 
from production, processing, handling, transportation and marketing of betel leaves. 
Kootakkodi system is more remunerative than Ottakodi system, even though cost of 
cultivation is more in this system. The yield is also more in Kootakkodi system. Raising one 
cluster may cost upto Rs. 3650/- Betel leaf is mainly cultivated by small and marginal farmers 
and also by landless laborers on leased land. The leaves are sold in domestic and 
international markets. Price obtained by Tirur vettila farmers in the gardens of cultivation is 
provided below. Total income from one cluster for 2 years comes to Rs.5260, making a net 
income of Rs. 1610 from one cluster. 

 
J) Uniqueness: 

 
Betel leaf is often called as “Green Gold of India”. In Malayalam it is known as Vettila. Even 
though it is commonly used for making pan masala for chewing, it has many medicinal, industrial 
and cultural usages also. Due to its medicinal property it is used in Ayurveda system of medicine. 
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Eugenol, isoeugenol and methyl isoeugenol are the chief ingredients of betel leaf oil and these 
impart medicinal, aromatic, stimulative and digestive properties to betel leaf. The essential oil 
contained in the leaves possess antibacterial and antifungal properties. Hence betel leaf has a 
promising industrial future as a raw material for manufacturing digestive agents, cosmetics, skin 
tonics, tooth pastes, perfumes, de-odorants, soaps, antiseptic creams etc.  
 
In Kerala, Malappuram district is well known for betel leaf cultivation. Tirur, Tanur, Tirurangadi, 
Kuttippuram, Malappuram and Vengara are the block panchayaths famous for cultivation of Tirur 
betel vine. Betel leaf from Tirur is mainly exported to Pakistan and North Indian states. It is also 
sold in local markets in Thrissur, Malappuram and Calicut districts. 
 
Popular cultivars of the area are Puthukodi and Nadan. Of the two major types Puthukodi is 
mainly cultivated as “Koottakkodi” as single crop for exporting to other countries and states 
whereas Nadan is cultivated as intercrop in coconut and arecanut gardens as ottakkodi for sale in 
local markets. The betel leaves from lateral branches of betel vine are locally known as 
‘Kannivettila’ whereas leaves from main orthotropic stem are known as ‘Pathivettila’. Kannivettila 
from Puthukodi cultivar is used for export purpose whereas pathivettila of puthukodi and 
kannivettila from Nadan are sold in domestic markets in Tirur, Kozhikode and Kunnamkulam.  
 
Tirur betel leaf is more pungent than betel leaf produced in other areas. Its freshness is retained 
for a longer period due to leaf thickness. Moreover the optimum leaf characteristics provide more 
market value to this product. Organic method of cultivation is adopted to maintain the freshness 
and uniqueness of Tirur Vettila. Tirur vettila has more total chlorophyll and protein content in fresh 
leaves. Nadan has chlorophyll content of 2.54 - 2.56 mg/g whereas Puthukodi has 2.42-2.44 
mg/g. The protein content is high in Nadan (3.76-3.79mg/g) and Puthukodi (3.21-3.25 mg/g), than 
Muvattupuzha cultivar. 
 
Puthukodi has high antioxidant capacity (7.41-7.58µg ascorbic acid/mg) followed by Nadan (7.01-
7.05µg ascorbic acid/mg). Antioxidant capacity is contributed by several molecules like vitamin 
B1, B2 and E, as well as several phenolic compounds (Sytar, 2014). The antioxidant capacity is 
an important biochemical parameter contributing medicinal properties to betel leaf. Antioxidant 
capacity is contributed by several molecules like vitamin B1, B2 and E, as well as several phenolic 
compounds (Sytar, 2014). Antioxidant activity includes free radical scavenging capacity, inhibition 
of lipid peroxidation, metal ion chelating ability and reducing capacity. Free radicals play a vital 
role in most major health problems like cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, cardiovascular diseases, 
alzeihmer’s disease and other neurodegenerative disorders. Antioxidants scavenges these free 
radicals and proved to be beneficial for these disorders as they prevent damage against cell 
proteins, lipids and carbohydrates (Chakraborty and Shah, 2011). The antioxidant capacity is 
more in Tirur betel leaf. In Puthukodi it is 7.41- 7.58 μg ascorbic acid/mg whereas in Nadan it is 
7.05 – 7.05 μg ascorbic acid/mg. The antioxidant property is less in other cultivar. In this context 
Tirur betel leaf has more medicinal properties than other local cultivar. This betel leaf had great 
potency to act as natural antioxidant and hence has anticancer properties. The consumption of 
antioxidant rich foods would help to neutralize the free radicals in the body, thus preventing or 
delaying the oxidative damage to lipids, proteins and nucleic acids. 
 
Tirur betel leaf is more pungent than many other cultivars. Eugenol is the major essential oil in 
betel leaf adding to pungency. Tirur betel leaf have 15.22-16.34 % eugenol followed by methyl 
isoeugenol with a range of 0.08-0.32% and these contents contribute to the more pungency of 
Tirur betel leaf.  High eugenol content gives better antifungal and antioxidant properties to Tirur 
betel leaf, compared to local cultivar. The isoeugenol content in Tirur betel leaf is 0.78-0.82%. 
 
Eugenol had antifungal and antioxidant properties (Pradhan et al., 2013). Baliga et al., 2011, 
reported eugenol in betel vine as an excellent antimutagen. It could be used as a local anaesthetic 
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for tooth ache (Pradhan et al., 2013). Eugenol with its antioxidant property makes Tirur betel leaf a 
probable candidate in health care. It is also used in perfumeries, flavorings and medicine as a 
local antiseptic and anesthetic. Methyl isoeugenol is a natural food flavor and is used for treating 
mood disorders (Fajemiroye et al., 2011). Hence, Tirur betel leaves have potential use in food 
flavours and medicines. 
 
Medicinal properties:  
Betel leaf is traditionally known to be useful for the treatment of various diseases like bad breath, 
boils and abscesses, conjunctivitis, constipation, headache, itches, mastitis, mastoiditis, 
leucorrhoea, otorrhoea, ringworm, swelling of gum, rheumatism, abrasion, cuts and injuries etc. 
From Tirur vettila is taken to Kottakkal Aryavaidyasala for use in Ayurvedic medicines. In 
traditional medicinal system it is used against fever, digestive problems and eye diseases. It is 
believed that chewing betel leaf is good for sound clarity and this property is valued by musical 
players. ‘Susrutha’ the ancient Ayurveda practitioner recommended betel leaf for enhancing the 
sweetness of sound. The high eugenol content, high protein content and high antioxidant property 
add to the medicinal value of this vettila. Vettila is a component of “Thampooladhi thylam” and is 
also used in preparation of indigenous medicines to treat cough. Chewing thamboolam after food 
enhances digestion. 
 
Cultural usage:  
Betel vine is used in temples for ‘poojas’ and to give ‘Dakshina’ during auspicious occasions. It is 
an integral part of Thamboolam and it is believed that the juice of betel leaf in Thamboolam, 
chewed after food enhances digestion. The famous traveller Marco Polo had described the habit 
of chewing Thamboolam by Indians. Abther Rassac (1442) the traveller from Arabia described 
about the method of preparation of ‘Thamboolam’ in India.  
 

K) Inspection Body: 
 
Inspection body will be constituted with the following members.  
1. President, Tirur Vettila Ulpadaka Sangam 
2. Secretary, Tirur Vettila Ulpadaka Sangam 
3. Director of Research, Kerala Agricultural University, Thrissur 
4. Co-ordinator, IPR Cell, Kerala Agricultural University, Thrissur 
5. Principal Agricultural Officer, Malappuram 
6. Assistant Director of Agriculture, Tirur 
7. Assistant Director of Agriculture, Tanur 
8. Farmer representatives – 2 (Two) 
 

L) Others: 
 
Betel leaf is often called as “Green Gold of India”. In Malayalam it is known as Vettila. Even 
though it is commonly used for making pan masala for chewing, it has many medicinal, industrial 
and cultural usages also.  Due to its medicinal property it is used in Ayurveda system of medicine. 
In India betel leaf is routinely served during social, cultural and religious occasions. It is believed 
that betel leaf helps digestion of food. 
 
In Kerala, Malappuram district is well known for betel leaf cultivation. Tirur, Tanur, Tirurangadi, 
Kuttippuram, Malappuram and Vengara are the block panchayaths in Malappuram District famous 
for cultivation of Tirur betel leaf. Betel leaf from Tirur, famous as   Tirur Vettila, is exported to 
Pakistan and North Indian states and is also sold in local markets. 
 
Popular cultivars of the area are Puthukodi and Nadan. Of the two major types Puthukodi is the 
major type and is mainly cultivated under “Koottakkodi” system as pure crop for exporting to other 
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countries and North Indian states whereas Nadan is cultivated as intercrop in coconut and 
arecanut gardens under ottakkodi system for sale in local markets. The betel leaves from lateral 
branches of betel vine are locally known as ‘Kannivettila’ whereas leaves from main orthotropic 
stem are known as ‘Pathivettila’. Kanni vettila has more market value than pathi vettila. 
Kannivettila from Puthukodi cultivar is used for export purpose. Kannivettila are sold in domestic 
markets in Tirur, Kozhikode and Kunnamkulam.  
 

Tirur betel leaf is more pungent than betel leaf produced in other areas. It has high 
eugenol content and antioxidant properties, imparting medicinal properties. Its freshness is 
retained for a longer period due to more leaf thickness. Moreover the optimum leaf characteristics 
provide more market value to this product. Organic method of cultivation is adopted to maintain 
the freshness and uniqueness of Tirur Vettila. Traditional knowledge in cultivation, harvesting, 
packaging and local cultivars add to the uniqueness of this product.  

 
Geomorphology and soil types 
Geomorphologically, Malappuram district can be divided into three viz. coastal plain (less than 7.5 
mamsl) mid land (7.5 – 75 mamsl) and highland (above 75 mamsl). The coastal plains extend as 
a narrow stretch of land lying along the coast from Kadalundi Nagaram in the north to Ponnani in 
the south. It becomes very narrow towards north of Tirur and the maximum width is seen along 
Chauravallam - Tirurangadi area. The area lying between the coastal plain in the west and the 
high ranges in the east is occupied by midlands. This is the most prominent physiographic unit of 
the district. This is characterized by flat topped hillock with steep ‘U’ shaped valleys and ridges. 
The valley forms potential area for agriculture including paddy, arecanut, vegetable, banana and 
coconut and betel vine. The hill tops are generally barren and covered by thick and compact 
laterite. The eastern parts of the district are characterized by steep hills, gorges and escarpments. 
The elevation of the hill ranges goes up to 1127 mamsl. Most of the high lands are occupied by 
forests (Source: Ground water information booklet of Malappuram district, Kerala state). 
 
The district of Malappuram is famous for lateritic soil and has a unique importance in the 
geological history. Laterite was first identified in the area near Angadippuram Railway Station in 
this district by Francis Buchanan. Alluvial soils are mainly seen along the coastal plains and 
valleys. The soils range from exclusively drained to moderately/well drained sand to sandy clay in 
nature. Forest loamy soils are deep or very deep and well drained with loamy to clayey textures 
and having fairly high gravel content. 
 
Climate 
 
The district has more or less the same climatic conditions prevalent elsewhere in the State viz. dry 
season from December to February and hot season from March to May, the South-West monsoon 
from June to September and the North East monsoon from October to December. The average 
rainfall of the area is 205.92 cm. Out of this, major rainfall contribution is from SW monsoon 
followed by the NE. The South West monsoon is usually very heavy and nearly 73.5% of the 
rainfall is received during this season. NE monsoon contributes nearly 16.4% and summer rain 
contributes nearly 9.9% and the balance 0.2% is accounted for January and February months. 
The average weather data of Malappuram district for last 10 years is provided below. 
 
Table 3.Average weather data of Malapuram district for 10 years (2004-2013) 

 
Month Min. Temp. (0C) Max. Temp.   (0C) Rainfall (cm) 

January  18.13 34.49 1.16 
February   20.13 35.49 5.12 
March  21.64 36.43 31.86 
April  22.06 36.11 68 
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May  22.99 34.71 145.61 
June  21.57 31.03 600.35 
July  20.11 29.49 615.5 
August  20.50 30.30 315.97 
September  20.45 30.46 287.07 
October  20.63 31.34 271.81 
November 19.96 31.65 117.24 
December  18.21 32.74 11.36 

Source: Agricultural Research Station, Anakkayam P.O., Malappuram, Kerala Agrl. Uty. 
 
The climate is generally hot and humid. March and April months are the hottest and January and 
February months are the coldest. The maximum temperatures ranges from 29.49°C to 36.43°C 
and the minimum temperature ranges from 18.13°C to 22.99°C. The temperature starts rising 
from January and reaches the peak in the month of March and April and then decreases during 
the monsoon month and again rising from September onwards (Table.3). 
 
The relative humidity ranges from 84 to 94 % during morning hours. The humidity is more during 
the peak monsoon months from June to September.  
 
The wind is predominant from east as well as west during morning and evening hours. The wind 
speed is more during December to February months. It ranges from 2.9 to 7.2 km per hour. 
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General Information 
 
What is a Geographical Indication? 

 It is an indication, 
 It is used to identify agricultural,natural,or manufactured goods originating in 

the said area, 
 It originates from a definite territory in India, 
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical 

indication. 
 
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India: 
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice, 
Darjeeling Tea, Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange, 
Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc. 
 
What are the benefits of registration of Geographical Indications? 

 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India, 
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by 

others. 
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal 

Protection. 
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers. 
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries. 

 
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or 
under the law can apply. 
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers. 
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form. 
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications 
along with prescribed fee. 
 
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organisation or authority established by or 
under the law can be a registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the 
Register of Geographical Indications as registered proprietor for the Geographical 
Indication applied for. 
 
Who is an authorized user? 
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to 
a registered Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed 
form alongwith prescribed fee. 
 
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication? 
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods 

 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing. 
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing. 
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or 

dealing. 
 
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory? 
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal 
protection for action for infringement.  
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What are the advantages of registering? 
 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for 

infringement. 
 The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement 

actions. 
 The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication. 

 
Who can use the registered Geographical Indication? 
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication in 
relation to goods in respect of which it is registered.  
 
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be 
renewed? 
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years. 
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each. 
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable tobe removed 
from the register.  
 
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said tobe infringed? 

 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a 
geographical area other than the true place of origin of such goods in a 
manner which misleads the public as to their geographical origins. 

 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including 
passing off in respect of registered Geographical indication. 

 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false 
representation to the public that goods originate in a territory in respect of 
which a Geographical Indication relates. 

 
Who can initiate an infringement action? 
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication 
can initiate an infringement action. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc? 
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the 
concerned goods. It shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission, 
licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other agreement. However, when an authorized 
user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed 
from the register? 
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power 
to remove the Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The 
aggrieved person can file an appeal within three months from the date of 
communication of the order. 
 
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark? 
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good 
or services of one enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a 
Geographical Indication is used to identify goods having special Characteristics 
originating from a definite geographical territory.  
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS 
 

In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration and Protection) Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration 
and protection of Geographical Indications relating to goods in India. This Act is 
administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, who is 
the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is 
located at Chennai. 
 
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ‘A’ consists of 
particulars relating to registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of 
particulars of the registered authorized users. 
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication 
and an authorized user which is illustrated below: 
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